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ABSTRACT 

This thesis reviews and analyses the potential impact of maintenance on the fulfilment of 

Green Production Systems. Overall aim is to highlight how maintenance may contribute to 

decreasing the environmental impact of production. The thesis is based on the combination 

of literature studies and set of qualitative interviews conducted in selected companies. Three 

Swedish manufacturers were interviewed about their way of working, as well as their views 

on sustainability within operation management including maintenance.  

The results of the research explains why some organisations fail to recognize maintenance’s 

role to achieve sustainability, and how maintenance has been characterized in these 

organisations, namely by: short term pressures, reactive approach, neglecting hidden costs, 

lack of teamworking between production and maintenance departments, and low focus 

(hierarchical low status) on maintenance importance, resulting in lack of skilled labor 

available in organizations. In contrast, practices and strategies to succeed found to be based 

on the following: long term thinking, structured way of working, a proactive approach to 

maintenance, aiming to integrate core values into operational work, and establishing an 

environment which fosters continuous improvement and employee development. Same 

study identifies areas and “effects of poor maintenance” to be dealt with in the journey 

toward sustainable production, these are: economic, quality, processes wastes, emissions, 

resource consumption, safety and work environment related. It is therefore suggested that 

organizations may choose a proactive approach to maintenance that is best suited to their 

needs, which allows efficient production and long-term profitability, while considering 

safety and environmental aspects. Various concepts are available, but the organisation has to 

optimise on the combination of various practices. 

Following to the findings, a proposal is made that proactive culture should be integrated into 

daily work in a practical way such as Safety-Quality-Environment becomes everyone's 

responsibility. Sustainable perspective and sticking to best course of proactive measures are 

prioritized against short term pressures. To support this proposal a toolkit is developed that 

can be used at team/level continuous improvement programs, based on the PDCA model. 

Finally, the thesis emphasizes what benefits the optimum maintenance can provide on the 

fulfilment of competitive and resource-efficient production systems.  

 

Keywords: Lean, Green production, Maintenance, Environmental sustainability, Proactive mind-set, 

Sustainable maintenance, TPM, Lean Green Maintenance, Lifecycle inventory mapping 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter gives a background of the topic and introduces the problem area of the research in this 

thesis. Based on the problem area, the objectives and the scope of the thesis are described. Finally, the 

research questions are formulated.  

1.1 Background 

Today’s competitive global market requires manufacturing companies to develop high-

quality and cost-efficient products with short lead-times, as well as have flexible and robust 

production systems, pursuing for operational excellence. Lean production is thought a 

widespread and best-known concept in order to cope with many of these challenges. With 

growing concerns over resource depletion and environmental issues, the manufacturing 

industry faces even more demanding challenges where they need to design and operate their 

production systems in a resource-efficient way, by constantly cutting out the use of energy 

and other natural resources, considering all three dimensions of sustainability, in striving for 

operational excellence (Anderson and Bellgran, 2011).  

Several authors indicated that Lean has the potential to improve companies’ environmental 

performance by its Kaizen based culture, structured way of operating and long-term 

thinking.(e.g. Tice et al., 2005), mainly due to its focus on eliminating waste (EPA, 2003; 

Langenwalter, 2006). Furthermore, there are studies showing that the opportunity for further 

improvements and cost savings wouldn’t be discovered if the business is solely focused on 

increasing production efficiency (Kidwell, 2006).  

Lean provides environmental benefits and establishes a systematic, continual improvement 

based waste elimination culture. But environmental considerations are not typically included 

in the wastes targeted by Lean, leaving environmental improvement opportunities “on the 

table” (Kidwell, 2006; EPA, 2003, p.2). There are a couple of “blind spots” where Lean’s 

attentiveness considered being weak, with regards to environmental risks and life cycle 

impact (EPA, 2003). In many organizations, environmental personnel are not integrated into 

day to day operations, often leading environmental management activities to operate in a 

“parallel universe” (Larson & Greenwood, 2004; EPA, 2003, p.3). 
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The term “Green production” is used to describe the strategy and practices related to 

resource efficiency and environmental awareness within manufacturing. It involves 

production processes which use lower and efficient resources, and which generates lowest 

possible waste or pollution (Florida and Atlas, 1998), with harmonising economic and social 

benefits (Baines et al.  2012). Also, lean production has been proposed as a means of attaining 

sustainability’s objectives. Lean and Green production systems aim efficient use of resources 

such as energy, materials, and chemicals.  

All these challenges demand efficient production and effective maintenance practices in such 

a way that machine and processes are available at the right time and produce wanted 

products at the right quality and amount, as well as show concern for the environment and 

safety. Good maintenance practices are essential to be classified as world-class 

manufacturers, nowadays (Yamashina, 2000).  

Nevertheless, maintenance has a negative image in the industry and is sometimes regarded 

as a “necessary evil”, a cost-centre, not as a contributor. Moreover, the maintenance activity 

is carried out in the operation (usage) phase of the equipment lifecycle only, limiting the 

scope of maintenance function. But as the sustainability becomes a rising priority for the 

manufacturer, the scope of maintenance has to be extended to take into account a life-cycle 

oriented approach (Takata et al. 2004; Levrat et al. 2008).  

From a life cycle and economic sustainable perspective, the role of maintenance has to 

consider lifecycle cost of production equipment including costs due to losses, energy 

inefficiency, material wastes, and other hidden costs while keeping and restoring its 

characteristics’ in terms of availability, reliability, maintainability, but also reducing 

environmental impact and assuring safety beyond the conventional boundaries (Cunha and 

Duarte, 2004). 

Additional objective of maintenance is to enhance environmental sustainability (Sherwin, 

2000). Prolonging lifetime of equipment reduces energy, resources and emissions. From this 

viewpoint, maintenance and sustainability are inseparable and have common goals and 

share same objectives. They are like two sides of the same coin. The two go together.  

One wide sprit concept to deal with all these necessities is the total productive maintenance 

(TPM). TPM integrates effective maintenance practices into all employees’ work to minimize 

breakdowns, accidents, and other losses.  Further, TPM can provide environmental benefits 

such as increased lifetime of equipment, decreased need for replacement equipment and 

associated environmental impacts, decreased number and severity of spills, leaks, and so on 

(Fliedner, 2008). 
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1.2 Problem definition and Purpose 

Trade-offs between sustainability and maintenance is an area that can be questioned: while 

sustainability is becoming a rising priority, maintenance has negative image in the industry. 

Being perceived as “necessary evil” bears maintenance additional problematic such as lack of 

consideration of its hidden cost (Pintelon & Gelders, 1992), and challenges to find out 

optimal way of performing (Bengtsson, 2007). Thereupon arises the question as to how can 

those two seemingly contradictions –maintenance and sustainability- comply with each 

other. Still, the role of maintenance to achieve sustainability in organizations is not 

sufficiently recognized. There is a need to show potential opportunities to achieve 

sustainability with efficient maintenance.  

Another deficiency is the lack of research that investigates the link between maintenance and 

sustainability. Few researches can be found in literature which investigates the relationship 

between maintenance and environmental sustainability, and most of them are oriented to 

reducing the environmental impact of product’s end of life, but not the equipment. Rarely 

(almost nothing) the importance of proper maintenance of production equipment in green 

manufacturing is addressed. Despite this knowledge gap to be addressed, there is a need to 

show how maintenance may enhance environmental sustainability, thereby contribute to the 

overall business objectives. 

Connecting to these needs, the purpose of this thesis is to review and analyse the potential 

impact of maintenance on the fulfilment of Green Production Systems (GPS). The overall aim 

is to highlight how maintenance may contribute to decreasing the environmental impact of 

production. Specifically, this thesis will discuss and cover following themes: competitive and 

resource-efficient production systems, productive and proactive maintenance approaches, 

and finally their requirements and contribution to the sustainability.  

There is a lack of specific widespread tools at industries’ disposition for the assessment of the 

whole environmental impact associated with failures and malfunctioning. Another objective 

of this thesis is to propose a framework that can be used to improve Environment-Health-

Safety (EHS) performance associated with equipment malfunctioning, and eventually to 

come up with a practical tool in order to contribute to closing this gap. In this context, the 

thesis will also investigate effectiveness of TPM, a concept which is able to deal with various 

production related challenges, as cited by many.  
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1.3 Scope and limitations 

Although sustainability in general is a wide sprit topic, its link to maintenance is still at its 

birth. There is no major literature that supports maintenance from sustainability and green 

perspective. This can be considered as a limitation of existing knowledge, hence limitation in 

gathering desired amount of data.  

This research will focus on manufacturing industries with high capital investments in their 

production line. Additionally, in the interview studies, major companies are selected who 

have certain degree of environmental profile and good housekeeping in place associated 

with lean principles.      

1.4 Research questions 

Given the relatively recent focus of academics to explore the relationship between green 

production system and maintenance, there is a gap in knowledge, where additional research 

would provide more insight into the link between environmental impact and maintenance. 

This thesis will contribute to the literature review and empirics in this field by answering the 

following research questions: 

 RQ1: What environmental factors of production may be reduced by maintenance? 

 RQ2: What is the industry’s view of the environmental impact of maintenance? 

 RQ3: To what extent is industry considering sustainability when planning the 

maintenance? 
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2 METHOD 

The research presented in this thesis consists of an extensive literature study and qualitative 

interviews with selected companies. This chapter describes the research methodology used in this 

thesis. The research approach that has been applied in order to answer research questions and to meet 

the objective of this research is discussed.  

2.1 Research approach  

There are several research design (method) guidelines available in literature (e.g. Maxwell, 

2012; Yin, 2010). These guidelines commonly explain and discuss how to conduct research. 

Sometimes, a distinction is made between qualitative and quantitative research approaches, 

when it comes to classify research methods. The quantitative research approach consists of 

numbers and statistics, whereas the qualitative research approach consists of words and 

emphasizes the importance of deeper understanding of the situation (Bryman & Bell, 2003).  

Maxwell (2012) states that the goal of qualitative research is to understand issues, process of 

certain phenomena or particular situations by investigating perspectives and behaviour of 

the people in these situations and the context within which they act. In addition, Strauss and 

Corbin (1990) identify the tasks of qualitative research as to uncover or gain new opinions 

about the phenomenon being studied on which “little is yet known or quite a bit is already 

known” (p.19). To accomplish this, qualitative research uses data in the form of words rather 

than numbers. These data can be gathered from observations, existing documents 

(literature), and interviews (Maxwell, 2012). 

The research presented in this thesis investigates the maintenance role in fulfilling resource- 

efficient and responsible production systems. This involves a complex, human-involved, and 

context dependent set of activity which can be better explained by words rather than 

numerical data. Sometimes it is necessary to explore and understand a mind-set or cultural 

relationship in this complex context. Due to this complexity production is often described 

from a system perspective. Therefore, the qualitative research approach fits with the research 

conducted by this thesis.   

The qualitative research design method proposed by Maxwell (2012) has five components: 

Goals, Conceptual Framework, Research Questions, Methods, and Validity. These 

components form a system that has an interactive relationship to each other, rather than 

being a rigid, linear sequence. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1. The research 

approach in this thesis mainly aligned with Maxwell’s (2012) research design method, since 
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it provides appropriate framework and detailed guidance on how to conduct qualitative 

research. 

 

Figure 1: Qualitative research design: A systemic approach (after Maxwell, 2012) 

2.2 Literature review 

The research is based mainly on literature review. Since this thesis explored the link between 

maintenance and environmental sustainability, a deep knowledge in both areas was essential 

to carry out the work.   

Theoretical frameworks and literature were obtained from reference books, scientific books, 

scientific articles and peer reviewed journals. All were encountered in Mälardalen 

University’s library, or using the MDH article database (Diva) or other search engines, such 

as Emerald, Science Direct, IEEE, Discovery or Google Scholar. The keywords for these 

enquiries included fields such as lean, green, maintenance, total productive maintenance as 

well as reports from institutes, like the Environmental Protection Agency of United States 

(U.S. EPA, 2003 to 2009), and Occupational Safety Health Association (OSHA, 2005). 

Answering RQ1 has been accomplished based on the literature review. Table below 
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summarizes keywords used to obtain papers and quantity of relevant papers investigated 

(Table 1).  

 

Table 1: Literature survey 

Maxwell (2012) warns from some pitfalls that cause researchers to pay little attention to a 

wide range of relevant data overlooked. As the table above indicates, the majority of the 

relevant papers for “Maintenance & Green” topic were still written in “Lean” context, 

showing not only the popularity of lean topic, but also a clue as to where to look for the data.  

2.3 Interviews 

In a qualitative research, there are several techniques used to gather data from companies: 

questionnaires/surveys, interviews and observations (Maxwell, 2012). Interviews are one of 

the frequently applied data gathering instrument in qualitative research, and semi-structured 

type of interviews are, according to DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree (2006), one approach to that. 

They are generally organized around a set of predetermined open-ended questions, with 

other questions emerging from the dialogue between interviewer and interviewee (DiCicco-

Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). 

Answering RQ2 and RQ3 require gathering primary information from industry, and thus 

conducting qualitative interviews. Complexity of questions demands the respondents to 

have deep knowledge in their respective areas, environmental sustainability and production 
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maintenance. Using surveys might not be a good choice to collect this type of knowledge as 

the highly structured format of surveys produces quantitative data rather than qualitative 

data. Additionally, closed questions that could be answered by yes/no wouldn’t fulfil the 

purpose of this study. This leaves the semi-structured interview as a better suited method for 

my purpose. In-depth qualitative research interviews seek to access respondent experiences 

and views on a studied phenomenon (DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). To get the 

information needed, specific questions had to be asked in different areas such as 

environmental sustainability, production systems and maintenance. 

SAGE states that the structure of a semi-structured interview is usually organized around a 

memoire or interview guide. This contains topics, themes, or areas to be covered during the 

course of the interview, rather than a sequenced script of standardized questions. The aim is, 

according to Mason (2002), to ensure flexibility in how and in what sequence questions are 

asked, and in whether and how particular areas might be followed up and developed with 

different interviewees. This is so that the interview can be shaped by the interviewee's own 

understandings as well as the researcher's interests, and unexpected themes can emerge 

(SAGE Encyclopaedia, 2004; Jennifer Mason, 2002) 

To prepare such interview guide, the knowledge gained from the literature study was used 

to form questions and research areas to be covered in the interview study. The interviews 

had two main purposes: to compare and confirm findings from the literature study by 

having a more practical view on the theoretical learning; and to fill the potential knowledge 

gap where previous research and theories have not covered sufficiently or addressed yet.  

The “triangulation” technique suggested by Rubin & Rubin (2005) to increase repeatability of 

answers, hence reliability of research didn’t applied, as this would impact the trust and 

respect factors negatively. Triangulation foresees to conduct an interview with the same 

questions with different personnel in an organization.     

The choice of the companies and the interviewees had to fulfil certain requirements. It was 

preferred to conduct interviews with major companies that have a good reputation of work 

principles when it comes to environmental sustainability and production system. The 

interviewees should be the right persons to talk with deep knowledge in their respective 

areas. Maxwell (2012) categorizes this type of sampling as “purposeful sampling”. 

Purposeful sampling refers to deliberately selecting cases and persons that can provide 

required information that cannot be provided elsewhere. The interviews were conducted 

with a total of two environmental managers and two production maintenance managers 

from chosen companies. Considering the complexity of questions asked and the 

interviewee’s knowledge, the information gathered was sufficient for conducting this study. 
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Data Analysis: 

Every research collects data and information, and further tries to transform them into 

knowledge. In order to create knowledge from collected data/information, every research 

requires decisions about how the analysis of data will be done.   

The research presented in this thesis applies systemic approach to conduct research (see 

Figure 1). Maxwell (2012) names this methodology as “interactive research design”. This 

implies all activities of collecting and analysing data, elaborating or refocusing research 

questions, dealing with validity treats, takes place more or less simultaneously, each of them 

influence eachother by having always research questions in front of mind as the research 

progresses. This means also that data analysis should be conducted together with data 

collection in parallel. Data collection and analysis process in this thesis starts with collecting 

and reviewing theoretical information. While analysing theoretical findings, interview 

studies have been launched, gathering empirical information and analysing them which led 

to the empirical findings. These findings have been then combined with theoretical ones. The 

rest of the research goes on with the combined findings from theory and empirics. The 

process requires many iterations and revising of concept and previous findings until the 

research questions are answered.     

There are various tools and techniques available for the data analysis. Maxwell advices using 

memos and displays as valuable analytic techniques in order to facilitate creative thinking, 

capture relationships or ideas from the data. Due to its characteristics, this research makes 

less use of qualitative tools, rather more involves intensive reflections and challenges one in 

creative thinking. In my research, besides intensive use of memos and drawing affinity 

diagrams, I used conventional office programs such as MS Excel and MS PowerPoint for the 

data collection and analysis. Excel program was useful to categorize each theme, filter out 

non-relevant information, and create tables and matrices to capture relationships of data 

which led to the findings. Created tables have been used later in the write up process. 

PowerPoint program was useful to display key notes and findings, provided holistic view, 

and served as communication means when discussing and brainstorming with academic and 

industrial experts on the subject in order to capture new ideas. Created figures have been 

used later in the write up process. Figure below shows the relationship of how theoretical 

framework and qualitative interviews led to theoretical and empirical findings, further to 

solution of research questions, supported with a proposal for overall research aim as a by-

product. It should be noted that illustrated below is not a linear straight-forward process, 

rather more an iterative and systemic, putting research questions at the centre. 
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Figure 2: Framework for data collection and analysis in this thesis 

2.4 Research quality 

The credibility hence the quality of a research is often determined by two main aspects: 

reliability and validity. Below, those two main aspects and how they were handled in this 

research discussed.   

Reliability in a research is about the consistency of measured concept and obtained results. 

Practically, it refers to what extend the results of the research is repeatable (Bryman & Bell, 

2003). While in a quantitative research the sample size is an important factor for achieving 

high reliability, in-depth intensive interviews as conducted in this qualitative research 

enables to collect “rich” data, a factor as claimed by Maxwell (2012), which increases the 

reliability of this research. The criteria applied to choose the companies and respondents, 

which is categorized as “purposeful sampling”, ensured to gather this “rich” data. The 

criteria for purposeful sampling in this research have been described in previous section. As 

for the literature studies, the research is based on the existing theories and methods as cited 

in many scientific references, and all papers were selected from peer-reviewed journals, as 
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well as reports from respectable institutions such as EPA, OSHA, ISO (International 

Organization for Standardization), and JIPM (Japan Institute of Plant Maintenance).   

Validity in a research refers to whether a study is able to answer the research questions as it 

is intended to answer. In other words, to what extend our conclusions are accurate. Maxwell 

points out few validity threats that need to be addressed in a qualitative research. These are, 

among others: bias, respondent validation, quasi-statistics, and comparison. During the 

interview studies the respondent validation was sought, in a way, an interview report was 

created and sent to each respondent, asking for confirmation as to whether the author’s 

understandings were correct and accurate or whether something missed out. By 

systematically soliciting feedback from respondents, misinterpreting, misunderstanding of 

observations, and own bias could be to some extend filtered out (Maxwell, 2012). Quasi-

statistics is another validity threat which refers to a simple numerical results derived from 

the qualitative data. Table 1 shows the quasi-statistic used in this research that supposed to 

assess the amount of evidence in data that bears on a particular conclusion, similar to 

Maxwell’s claim (2012). Comparisons, another threat for the purpose of assessing validity, 

are although mainly associated with quantitative research. However there are valid uses for 

comparison in qualitative studies, particularly multiple case studies, or comparison of 

theoretical and industrial empirics as is made in this research, in order to confirm findings 

from the literature or vice versa.  Researcher bias is another most mentioned validity threat 

in a qualitative study. Bias refers to ways in which data collection and analysis are distorted 

by the researchers’ theory, values, or preconceptions (Maxwell, 2012). It is impossible to 

eliminate researcher’s bias that creates variances between expectations and actual results. In 

a qualitative research, however, the aim is not to eliminate bias rather more to understand 

how you are influencing what the interviewee says, and how to most ethically use this 

influence to answer research questions (Maxwell, 2012). The author has long experience in 

semiconductors manufacturing industry, bringing some degree of bias consisting of above. It 

can be admitted that a certain degree of bias might consist in the interview studies, especially 

by the analysis and interpretation of statements, and incorporating own observations during 

the process of empirical findings, which is normal in qualitative studies as states Maxwell 

(2012).  

Generalization of results – to what extend applicable: 

Qualitative researches lack being representative of a larger population due to its 

characteristics settings with limited sampling. According to Maxwell (2012), qualitative 

researches can rarely make explicit claims about generalizability. Empirical findings 

presented in this thesis have been obtained from the companies and persons that are 

purposeful selected, indicating “ideal case” of practices that can be extended to other cases 

(companies) that are similar or aiming to reach similar status. Therefore, Maxwell prefers to 
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talk of “transferability”, rather than generalizability of results in qualitative research. The 

purposeful sampling determines to what extend the results are transferable. Other cases may 

include “typical case” and “extreme case”. For instance, theoretical findings describes 

maintenance often being perceived as cost centre (typical case), or some describes it strategic 

tool to achieve competitiveness (extreme case). However, more realistic picture obtained 

from the empirics, viewing maintenance an important support function of production (ideal 

case). The intention of interview studies was to identify way of practices that can be seen as 

“ideal” and transferable to other organizations to larger extend.       
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3 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

This chapter presents the frame of reference that provides a theoretical foundation for the research 

presented in this thesis. The theoretical framework aims at giving the reader understanding and 

reasoning regarding maintenance contribution in green production systems. This framework presents 

all theories that are relevant to solve the objective of the thesis and gives a base for solving the research 

questions.  

3.1 Maintenance 

3.1.1 Overview and types of maintenance 

Industrial maintenance is described as a support or secondary process that contributes to the 

achievement of production (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: The relationship between production and maintenance by Gits, 1994 

Usually, maintenance is aimed at minimizing failure and the consequences of failure of 

industrial plant, machinery and equipment. The European standard – EN 13306:2010 – 

defines maintenance as “Combination of all technical, administrative, and managerial actions 

during the life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can 

perform the required function”. These actions can take several forms, but are of two major 

types:  corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance. A common overview of maintenance 

and its relationship is illustrated in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Maintenance forms based on EN-13306:2010 

Preventive maintenance: 

Preventive maintenance is defined as “Maintenance carried out at predetermined intervals or 

according to prescribed criteria and intended to reduce the probability of failure or the 

degradation of the functioning of an item” (EN 13306:2010). The preventive maintenance 

action can be condition based or predetermined types.  

Predetermined maintenance is scheduled and planned without the occurrence of any 

monitoring activities; it is often better suited to an item that has a visible age or wear-out 

characteristics. Predetermined maintenance is sometimes referred to as time-based 

maintenance or planned (preventive) maintenance.  

Condition based maintenance (CBM), on the other hand, doesn’t utilize predetermined intervals 

and schedules. Instead, it monitors the condition of items in order to decide on a dynamic 

preventive schedule. In many situations it is more cost effective to measure the condition of 

the equipment and carry out maintenance only when needed. For instance, one could 

measure the vibrations in a machine and when the value falls outside of an accepted range, a 

maintenance work order is initiated.  

Al-Najjar and Alsyouf (2004), who emphasizes the benefits of CBM, particularly of the 

vibration analysis, point out that better environmental performance vs. less energy 

consumption and less pollution in surrounding is often achieved through condition 

monitoring and consequently reducing levels of vibration, noise and temperature of 

equipment.  
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From a Predictive Maintenance perspective, it is essential to have an effective Preventive 

Maintenance program instituted, since a company would not want to invest in technology to 

correct a problem that is related to a neglect of basics (Wireman, 1990). 

Corrective maintenance: 

Corrective maintenance is defined as “Maintenance carried out after fault recognition and 

intended to put an item into a state in which it can perform a required function” (EN 13306). 

The corrective maintenance action can be performed as deferred or immediate types. 

Deferred maintenance refers to the corrective maintenance which is not immediately carried 

out after fault detection, but is delayed in accordance with given maintenance rules. 

Immediate maintenance, on the other hand, is defined as maintenance which is carried out 

without delay after a fault has been detected to avoid unacceptable consequences (EN 13306). 

Usually, deferred maintenance is performed on non-critical equipment which can be planned 

for future execution in contrast to immediate maintenance.    

Corrective maintenance is also often referred to as breakdown maintenance or reactive 

maintenance. However, this approach is often more costly than preventive maintenance, 

since the latter can be planned and therefore be executed at a preferred time. Corrective 

maintenance also implies that a company needs to find quickly material and personnel for 

reparation which, according to Campbell and Jardine (2001), increases the cost. Therefore 

corrective maintenance is only suited for non-critical areas with low capital costs, slight 

consequences of failures, no safety risk, quick identification of failures, and fast repairs 

(Starr, 1997) 

3.1.2 Maintenance’s role in organizations 

The importance of maintenance function is obvious because of its role in keeping and 

restoring the equipment availability, quality products, on time deliveries and plant safety 

(Bevilacqua and Braglia 2000), especially in production systems with high capital 

investments (Tsang, 2002).  

The increase use of automation in manufacturing as well as concepts like Just-in-time (JIT) 

demands higher equipment utilization by using fewer inventories. This resulted individual 

equipment performance affecting whole process (dependability), hence production systems 

increasingly vulnerable to unplanned unavailability (Tsang, 2002; Gits, 1994; McKone, 1999). 

In order to succeed in this new environment, equipment must be maintained in an optimum 

way and must run effectively. To achieve higher equipment utilization and other production 

objectives, maintenance as a support function in production systems plays a critical role and 
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is a must. Even so, a large part of manufacturing industry views maintenance as a cost 

driver, rather than a contributor to competitiveness. A study done by Alsyouf (2009) showed 

that 70% of the survey respondents considered maintenance as a cost centre. The perception 

is that maintenance doesn’t contribute to the company’s profitability. 

Despite of this negative image in the perception of executives in the industry, many studies 

showed importance of maintenance for ensuring an efficient production. If utilized 

effectively, maintenance could be a cost saver. Furthermore, if strategically managed, it could 

contribute to the competitiveness of a company (Salonen, 2009). This implies that 

maintenance must be performed effectively, and the correct maintenance action should be 

taken at the proper time (Bengtsson, 2007). Using effective maintenance policies, failures can 

be reduced to a minimum level. 

The need for effective maintenance: 

Since maintenance has a support function (of production) its impact are often invisible, or 

difficult to trace. Because of this situation, understanding hidden cost of maintenance will 

reveal the importance of maintenance. To do this, researchers often point out poorly 

performed maintenance and associated impacts/cost.  

Moore and Starr (2006) point out that inadequate maintenance can result in increased costs 

for the firms due to production loss, scrap/rework, extra spare parts, and lost orders due 

unsatisfied customers. Similarly, Al-Najjar (2007) point out that production equipment that is 

not well maintained often fails and suffers of speed losses and lack of precision, which in 

turn results in producing defective items. Producing defective items combined with delivery 

delay due to production disturbances increases production cost, reduces profit and increases 

the risk of losing market shares, which jeopardizes the survival of the organization in the 

long term (Al-Najjar, 2007). Ahlmann (1998), who stresses human factor, adds personnel 

ineffectiveness and working moral as another consequence of producing defective items 

combined with negligence of maintenance. 

Some breakdowns could also relate to lack of preventive maintenance or poorly performed 

maintenance which could be avoided by more efficient maintenance and policies (Salonen, 

2009; Al-Najjar, 2007). Al-Najjar (2007, p.262) gives an example from everyday experience: 

“when failures occur, it is often easy to blame inefficient maintenance was responsible. But, 

when the production is running smoothly without remarkable disturbances, it is not easy to 

realise that is thanks to performing efficient maintenance.”  

The preventive maintenance program is the key to any successful maintenance strategy. The 

preventive maintenance program reduces the amount of reactive maintenance to a level that 

the other components of the maintenance strategy can be effective. Wireman (1990) claims 
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that effective preventive maintenance activities would enable a company to achieve a ratio of 

80% proactive maintenance to 20% (or less) reactive maintenance. Once the ratios are at least 

at this level, the other initiatives in the asset management process become more effective. 

From the financial perspective, reactive maintenance typically costs 2 to 4 times what 

proactive maintenance costs, due to the inherent inefficiencies. The goal of having less than 

20% corrective maintenance implies a change from reactive to proactive maintenance; 

literally even in the mind-set. 

3.1.3 Maintenance problematic and its economic implications 

Maintenance has tended to be viewed as a “black hole” where too much money goes in with 

little tangible return. But as most companies find themselves looking for ways to reduce cost 

and increase productivity, management is beginning to realize that maintenance can offer 

opportunities in both areas: reducing cost and increasing productivity. 

Wireman (1990) claims that as much as one third of the maintenance cost is unnecessary 

spent due to bad planning, overtime costs, the bad use of preventive maintenance, and so on. 

Excessive maintenance would lead to decreased availability and increases direct cost in term 

of labor and spare parts (Bengtsson, 2007). Such waste also leads to increased production 

cost. Also, Salonen (2009) argues that there is large economical potential in optimum 

production maintenance. Optimum and effective maintenance implies that the correct 

maintenance action should be taken at the proper time.  

The problematic with the total cost of maintenance could be represented by an iceberg 

(Figure 5). Direct costs consist of labor costs, spare part, and other costs that are directly 

linked to maintenance activities. Indirect costs include the cost from recovering for 

production loss due to equipment failure, the cost of insufficient quality etc. Pintelon & 

Gelders (1992) emphasizes the need to assess benefits and losses caused by maintenance 

activities. According to them, management often neglect some of the indirect costs i.e. lost 

sales due to unavailability of machines, missed delivery dates and such, caused by poor 

maintenance. These costs may be even larger than the direct maintenance cost. 

Understanding hidden cost of maintenance will reveal its importance in organizations.  

A research done by Zuashkiani et al. (2011) shows that there is tendency in organizations to 

postpone certain preventive maintenance measures for the sake of meeting short term 

production objectives. Reinforcing vicious loops connected with system dynamics cause 

management often unwilling to stop production for preventive maintenance. In contrast, 

successful companies are those who are able to turn negative loops into a beneficial 

direction, sticking to best course of proactive measures over short term profits and pressures.  
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Figure 5: Hidden cost of Maintenance, after Pintelon & Gelders, 1992 

Cost of poor maintenance: 

Maintenance itself does not generate its own profit; instead it shields the company from 

making high losses in production. Because of this situation, it is easier to calculate the cost of 

the maintenance than the profit (Al-Najjar, 2007). How can one show that the maintenance 

function within an organization is actually capable of creating value as opposed to being 

seen as a cost centre? One good way is to show the cost of poorly performed maintenance 

versus justified maintenance in a cost matrix, with for instance Cost of Poor Maintenance 

(CoPM) concept.  

Maintenance performances need to be measured, and may need to be improved. One way to 

measure maintenance performance is categorizing maintenance activities by their conformity 

and types associated with preventive and corrective maintenance. CoPM concept presented 

by Salonen and Deleryd (2011) shows which parts of the maintenance costs are justified and 

which costs should be avoided or completely eliminated. In this way, a clear view of the 

financial justification of maintenance activities may be achieved.  

Cost of conformance refers to maintenance costs, necessary to secure the dependability of the 

production system. Cost of non-conformance refers to maintenance costs, that don’t 

contribute to the dependability of the production system (Salonen & Deleryd, 2011). Figure 

below shows CoPM concept with the respective objectives.   
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Figure 6: Cost of poor maintenance concept by Salonen & Deleryd, 2011(modified) 

3.2 Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) 

The current global business environment is highly competitive, with companies facing 

pressures and demands from various stakeholders including society. Efficient production 

and good maintenance practices are essential in order to compete in a global market. A 

widely-used approach to deal with these necessities and improving the performance of 

maintenance activities is the total productive maintenance (TPM). TPM as defined by 

Nakajima (1988) is “productive maintenance involving total participation”. TPM strives to 

enhance equipment effectiveness by maintaining optimal equipment conditions in order to 

prevent unexpected breakdowns, speed losses, and quality defects in process. A complete 

definition and the aims of TPM include the following five activities (JIPM, 2014):  

- establishing a corporate culture that will maximize production system effectiveness 

- organizing a practical shop floor system to prevent losses before they occur throughout the 

entire production life cycle , with a view to achieving zero accidents , zero defects and zero 

breakdowns 

- involving all functions of an organization including production, development, marketing and 

management 

- achieving zero losses through the activities of overlapping small groups 

According to Nakajima (1988), the ultimate goals of TPM are zero breakdowns and zero 

defects. JIPM, who promotes TPM worldwide, adds zero accident to be third ultimate goal. 
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Eliminating breakdowns and defects improves equipment effectiveness hence the need for 

further equipment investment, and this can further result in increased labor productivity and 

reduced cost (Nakajima, 1998). Further, a systematic long term application of TPM improves 

environment and safety as a result of dealing, for example, with leaks (Nord and Johansson, 

1997). To achieve such aggressive objectives, TPM emphasizes the importance of operator 

involvement in making equipment reliable. The assumption is that, TPM can create an 

environment that encourages employee commitment to meet these goals. 

Preventive maintenance is one of the key components of TPM. However, some basic 

maintenance tasks are passed down to machine operators. Under TPM, maintenance and 

production have a close alignment. The responsibilities of the maintenance department are to 

perform major repairs and PM, train operators, set standards, and consult in maintenance 

improvement ideas (Peng, 2012). 

Equipment effectiveness is maximised and life cycle cost minimised through company-wide 

efforts to eliminate the following “six big losses” that reduce equipment effectiveness, these 

are as stated by Nakajima (1988): 

Downtime losses related to Availability 

- Failures: Downtime losses caused by unexpected breakdowns 

- Set-up and adjustments: Downtime losses due to set-up and adjustments 

Speed losses related to Performance 

- Idling and minor stoppages: Blockages caused by the malfunction of equipment’s part 

- Reduced speed: Losses caused by the discrepancy between the designed speed and the actual 

speed of equipment. 

Defect losses related to Quality 

- Defects in process: Losses caused by defects and the reworking of defects. 

- Reduced yield: Reduced yield losses that occur between start-up and stable production. 

Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) can be calculated from these six major sources of 

losses (Figure 7). An OEE level of 85% has been viewed as a world-class target (Nakajima, 

1988). 
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Figure 7: Overall Equipment Efficiency 

JIPM Loss model (16 big losses): 

What Lean calls “waste” is “loss” for TPM, but the fundamentals remain the same. JIPM 

(2009) defines 16 big losses inherent in production systems, whereas 3 big losses impeding 

resource consumption effectiveness (Figure 8). These are:  

- Energy loss 

- Yield loss including quality losses 

- Consumables loss 

Other types of losses may grouped be in losses in equipment effectiveness (OEE), and losses 

in labor effectiveness including management related losses. TPM pursues efficient 

equipment, operator, and material/energy utilization, targeting those 16 losses.  

 

Figure 8: 16 major losses targeted in TPM 

According to Yamashina (2000), TPM is a continuous improvement concept and widely 

recognized strategic weapon to achieve world-class manufacturing. It is therefore, Nakajima 

describes it as the critical missing link in successfully achieving not only world class 
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equipment performance to support Total Quality Management (TQM) and Just in Time (JIT), 

but also a powerful means to improve overall company performance. 

3.2.1 Autonomous maintenance including safety checks 

The assumption and consequently the principle is that: the more people know about their 

equipment and processes, the more safely they can work. The production workers, who 

usually are the first people to realize something may be wrong with machines, are not 

involved with the care and maintenance of the machines since the performance of the 

machines is generally regarded as the responsibility of others (MKone, 1999). Autonomous 

maintenance (AM) is often regarded as the most essential part of TPM. It is a strategy that 

involves production operator in the equipment maintenance process, and is a way of 

ensuring that the operator understands the equipment, can discover unusual behaviour and 

feels commitment to the equipment (Pomorski, 2004). AM in its simplest form consists of 5S, 

lubrication, and basic checks on the equipment.  

Autonomous maintenance consists of seven steps by which the autonomy responsibility and 

authorisations are progressively raised. Operators gradually take over some of the 

traditional maintenance work, thus releasing maintenance personnel to concentrate on 

planned maintenance, continuous improvements (Johansson and Nord, 1997), and new 

equipment introductions. 

Operator involvement to remove hazards: Autonomous maintenance promotes safety by 

eliminating breakdowns, standardizing procedures and responses to equipment situations. It 

eliminates unsafe conditions and unsafe behaviour from workplace by integrating safety 

issues into autonomous maintenance activities. It makes safety check items become part of 

equipment inspection check-lists in order to avoid safety hazards (JIPM, 1996). An empirical 

study presented by (Maggard & Rhyne, 1992) show that 75% of maintenance problems could 

be prevented by operators at an early stage, by frequent looking, listening, smelling and 

tasting. 

JIPM (2014), at its online-portal, suggests including safety check in AM. Let’s look at how 

safety checks are included in autonomous maintenance, hence enhancing environmental 

performance:   

1. Initial cleaning: The first step involves the use of labels to mark defects on the equipment. It 

provides good starting point to maintain high level from subsequent steady improves. JIPM 

suggest that as part of initial cleaning, “detect and correct any problems such as exposed 

moving parts, projecting parts, spattering of harmful substances, loosen and missing screws”. 
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2. Eliminate problem sources: Second step aims to reduce the time needed to keep equipment in 

good condition. JIPM suggest that “eliminate sources of leaks, spills and dust, deal with major 

contamination sources through focused improvement”. 

3. Cleaning and lubrication standards: In the third step, JIPM suggest that “Looking at suppliers' 

standards for lubrication to ensure warranty on equipment. Include key safety procedures in 

provisional cleaning and checking standards. ”  

4. General inspection training: Operators participate in general inspections and become more 

familiar with their equipment (JIPM 2006). Link safety education and training to skill training. 

Aware to safety will become a habit after education, training and practice. 

5. Autonomous inspection: Safety check that addresses the following types of issues (JIPM 2006):  

o Leaks and spattering  

o Heat  

o Equipment load  

o Reduced performance  

o Vibration and excessive noise  

o Electrical leakage and static electricity  

o Problems during operation  

o Problems during processing or execution  

6. Organising the workplace: Develop workers' safety awareness through visual workplace 

management. This is to assure workplace organization (done by 5S) and maintain a proper 

working environment by: 

o sorting out and arranging objects in the workplace properly  

o defining procedures that need to be followed  

o performing equipment precision checks  

o facilitating operator tasks  

7. Full implementing of autonomous maintenance program  

Figure 9 below outlines the seven step method developed by JIPM. 

 

Figure 9: Autonomous maintenance in 7 steps, Source: MDH 
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3.2.2 Early Equipment Management / New Equipment Introduction 

The goals of TPM are to maximize equipment effectiveness and to pursue economic life cycle 

cost (LCC). Production efficiency, including economic efficiency, is achieved by operating at 

optimal conditions through the life of equipment, i.e., by minimising life cycle cost (LCC). 

According to Blanchard (1978), 95% of LCC is determined at the design stage. Certainly, 

maintenance and energy cost of operation are determined by the equipment’s original 

design. Efforts to reduce LCC after design stage will affect only 5% of the overall figure. 

One effective way to maximize equipment effectiveness including economic efficiency is a 

strong collaboration between production and those responsible for purchasing and/or 

designing new equipment. Nakajima’s (1988) early equipment management approach 

implies a structured process between the production and those responsible for purchasing 

and/or designing new equipment. Early equipment management programs are performed as 

part of a comprehensive approach to maintenance prevention and maintenance free design. 

As advised by Nakajima (1988), some start up troubles of the equipment often can be 

avoided by building the appropriate processing and operation conditions into the 

equipment.  

TPM has the ability to enhance the lifetime of equipment. This lessens the need to purchase 

and/or make replacement equipment. This, in turn, reduces the environmental impacts due 

to excessive raw materials and manufacturing processes that are required to manufacture 

new equipment (EPA, 2003). 

By obtaining equipment right from the start that is suited to requirements, time consuming 

after works can be avoided. Investing in wrong equipment without consideration of its total 

life cycle can be expensive. Proper analysis of life cycle cost will reveal the cost of the entire 

period during which the equipment is in use. It is important to apply lessons learned from 

earlier generation of equipment (Johansson and Nord, 1997).  

As part of the LCC calculations, hidden costs associated with poor equipment management 

needs to be understood, assessed, and measured by all stakeholders. 

Design for Maintainability: 

The way the equipment is maintained is largely decided by its design. Careful consideration 

of maintainability features early at the design stage can reduce maintenance costs, reduce 

downtime, and improve safety. Maintainability is one of the important design attribute that 

determines the eco-efficiency of the system (Ajukumar and Gandhi, 2013).  

While eliminating maintenance is the ideal state to aim for and may not be feasible in many 

cases, making maintenance easier becomes a common desirable target for equipment 
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designers in some industries. Incorporating maintainability into the system at the design 

stage reduces the maintenance requirements. In this context, design attributes like 

accessibility, modularity, and simplicity and standardization gains importance. The 

following tactics are used in reducing maintenance efforts (Peng, 2012): 

- Design to reduce maintenance frequencies 

- Design to reduce maintenance steps 

- Design to reduce parts needed in maintenance 

- Design to use commonly available components 

- Design to standardize components 

- Design to provide easy access for maintenance 

For instances, simplicity of maintenance achieved by reducing maintenance frequencies and 

steps enhances the serviceability and reduces the energy use. Easy access reduces the time 

needed to repair equipment. Standardization and modular components built in equipment 

enhance upgradeability, prolongs lifetime, reduces the rate of equipment replaced or 

obsoleted. Other benefits are: better spare parts management, less delay in parts ordering. 

Reduced parts needed in maintenance reduce the number of parts discarded into the 

environment, thereby lessening scrap rate.  

Maintainability improvement and maintenance prevention are two team-based TPM 

activities. Maintenance prevention teams work to improve equipment performance through 

improved equipment design. The maintenance function works with the engineering 

department during the early stages of equipment design. This allows the team to design and 

install equipment that is easy to maintain and operate (JIPM, 2006). 

3.2.3 Environmental implications of maintenance  

Malfunctioning equipment doesn’t only cause financial loss to the manufacturing companies, 

but also cause negative impact on the environment. While companies to a larger extent try to 

be not only lean, but also green, the importance of optimal maintenance of production 

equipment is obvious. Taking system’s life cycle into consideration, De Minicis et al. (2012) 

list benefits of adequate maintenance and its environmental benefits in 3-ways: 

- Reduces material and energy consumption 

- Reduces waste and pollution 

- Increases recovered/recycled material 

These benefits are achieved by preventing breakdowns and keeping the equipment’s 

efficiency at a high level. 
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In terms of product quality, EPA (2003) reports that properly maintaining equipment and 

systems helps reduce defects that result from a process. A reduction in defects can, in turn, 

help eliminate waste from processes in three fundamental ways:  

 Fewer defects decreases the number of products that must be scrapped;  

 Fewer defects also means that the raw materials, energy, and resulting waste associated with 

the scrap are eliminated;  

 Fewer defects decrease the amount of energy, raw material, and wastes that are used or 

generated to fix defective products that can be re-worked.  

Table below shows examples of lean wastes associated with improper maintenance, and 

what environmental impact will be (Table 2).  

Lean Waste Example Maintenance related 
implication (triggers) 

Environmental impact Reference 

Over 

Production 

Manufacturing 

products for 

which there are 

no orders 

  

Due to unplanned 

breakdowns 

More raw materials and 

energy consumed in 

making unnecessary 

products; 

Extra products may 

become obsolete 

requiring disposal  

EPA (2003), 

McKone(1999) 

Over 

processing  

More process 

steps than 

necessary to meet 

customer needs 

Non-standard PM, or 

excessive 

maintenance 

Unnecessary processing 

increases waste, energy 

use, and emissions, not 

add value to customer  

EPA(2003), 

Davies & 

Greenough 

(2010)  

Waiting Waiting for 

resources 

(spare part, 

human, 

equipment) 

Equipment 

downtime;  Capacity 

bottlenecks; 

Lack of expertise in-

house;  

Poor spare part 

management 

Electricity is still used 

for lighting, heating etc. 

but no useful product is 

created; Wasted energy 

from heating, cooling, 

lighting during 

production downtime. 

Bicheno(2008), 

EPA (2003), 

Industrial 

finding 

Excessive 

Inventory 

Excessive spare 

part; 

Excessive stock 

Poor spare part 

management; 

Waste from 

deterioration or 

damage to stored 

More energy used to 

heat, cool, light space. 

Industrial 

finding; 

EPA (2003) 

Unnecessary 

Motion 

Double handling Centralised 

maintenance 

organisation 

Movements of machines 

use energy and create 

CO2  

Industrial 

feedback 

Extra 

Transport 

Carrying work in 

long distances   

Lack of expertise; 

Poor spare parts 

management  

More fuel and other 

resources used together 

more emissions are 

produced.   

Empirical  

finding 
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Defects 

  

Scrap, rework 

  

Poor maintenance;  

Weak equipment 

design; 

Lack of knowledge 

Raw material and 

energy consumed in 

making defective 

products; 

Poor quality led to 

customer losses; 

Defective parts require 

disposal, recycling 

EPA (2003) 

  

Human 

potential 

Unused 

creativity, skills, 

ideas from 

employee 

Lack of training 

Poor maintenance 

organization 

Fewer waste 

minimization 

opportunities 

EPA(2003),  

Bicheno(2008) 

Table 2: Lean wastes, their environmental impacts, and maintenance related implications  

Overproduction and over processing due to breakdowns or non-standard PM determine the 

use of more raw materials and energy to produce unnecessary products which can become 

obsolete hence increases emissions and waste that don’t add value to customer. Spare parts, 

tough, lessen effects of breakdowns, but extra-inventory requires a facility associated with 

heating, cooling and lighting. Defects cause unnecessary work for scrap and rework of 

damaged products, which increase again the quantity of raw materials used. Extra-

transportation requires more resource consumption and produces emissions together with 

more packaging required to protect products during movement. Wasted energy from 

heating, cooling and lighting during production downtime is the main consequence of 

waiting for maintenance. However, if one can increase the negative impact there should be 

ways to reduce it as well. 

To sum up; 1) EPA (2003, 2004) reports show how lean wastes are related to environmental 

impact. 2) JIPM (2009) defines major maintenance losses that inherit in production system. 3) 

EMS deals with emissions and resource consumption generated by operational systems. 4) 

OSHA emphasizes safety and work environment in achieving sustainability. Combining 

these four sources, maintenance wastes in relation to environmental impact are listed as well 

as illustrated below (Figure 10).  

o Wasted material and consumables 

o Wasted energy 

o Energy emissions: vibration, radiation, heat and leakages 

o Emissions to air, land, and water 

o Excessive maintenance 

o Waiting for maintenance 

o Extra transportation 

o Extra inventory or spare parts 

o Safety and accidents 

o Noise 
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o Defects and scrap 

o Lifetime of equipment 

Figure below illustrates identified effects of poor maintenance to the environment (EoPM). 

EoPM is a visualisation of maintenance impacts to sustainability. It is useful to understand 

hidden costs by doing maintenance poorly, and shows what areas to be dealt with in the 

journey toward sustainable development.     

 

Figure 10: Effects of poor maintenance to the environment (EoPM) 

3.3 Lean and Green Production Systems 

3.3.1 Lean production 

Lean production is defined as a business philosophy focusing on waste elimination thereby 

value-adding to customers, which is often illustrated by a house (Figure 11). Lean has its 

origin in the Toyota Production System (TPS) and the concept is widely spread in the 

industry. In TPS house, the Just-in-Time (JIT) concept is one pillar, and the other pillar is to 
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build in quality at every step of the process, not allowing defects to propagate through the 

value stream - called Jidoka. The foundation is stable and repeatable processes. In the centre 

of TPS is the person who must be motivated to identify and solve problems (Liker, 2008). 

 

Figure 11: Toyota house, based on Liker (2004) 

Liker (2004, p.7) summarizes what it requires to be Lean: “To be Lean as manufacturer 

requires a way of thinking that focuses on making the production flow through value adding 

processes, a pull system that cascades back from customer demand by replenishing only 

what the next operation takes away at short intervals, and a culture in which everyone is 

striving continuously to improve”. Womack and Jones (1990) describe implementation of 

lean production as five-step process: 

1. Understanding customer value; only what the customers perceive as value is essential 

2. Defining value stream; having understood the value for the customers, the next step is to 

analyse the business processes to determine which ones actually add value. If an action does 

not add value, it should be modified or eliminated from the process. 

3. Making it flow; creating continuous flow for the value-added activities, and replacing “batch 

and queue” with single-piece flow. 

4. Pulling from the customer back; creating a pull mechanism from the customer by letting them 

pull value through a streamlined value stream i.e. making only what is needed, when it is 

needed, and in the amount needed. 

5. Striving for excellence; elimination of waste is a process of continuous improvement. 

Lean principles: 

In his famous book describes Liker (The Toyota Way, 2004, p.6) 14 principles of TPS. These 

principles are divided into four levels (1) Philosophy, (2) Process, (3) People and Partners, 

and (4) Problem Solving (Figure 12). 14 principles of TPS are listed below:  
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Level 1: Long-term philosophy  

- Base management decisions on long term philosophy instead of short term financial goals  

Level 2: The right process will produce the right results  

- Create a continuous process flow. Don’t hide problems by using buffers  

- Using the pull-principle will help you avoid overproduction  

- Level your production instead of producing using a start and stop approach  

- Build a culture of stopping to fix problems directly to ensure correct quality  

- Standardize all task as it is a prerequisite for improvements  

- Use visual indicators so that everybody can discover problems  

- Use technology that supports the people, not replaces them 

Level 3: Add value to the organization by developing its people and partners 

- Grow leaders inside the company that thoroughly understands the system  

- Create a strong culture that develops people aligned with the philosophy and beliefs  

- Challenging targets for your partners allows them to grow  

Level 4: Continuously solving root problems drives organizational learning  

- Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand problems (Genchi Genbutsu) 

- Avoid mistakes by making decisions slow and implementing them fast  

- Become a learning organization by relentless reflections and continuous improvements 

Figure 12: 4P model of the TPS incorporates 14 business principles, based on Liker 2004 (modified) 

Lean tools and methods: 

Lean principles are supported by a set of tactical tool and methods. Some of them are 

described below:   
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One of the pillars in TPS is to work according to the just-in-time (JIT) principle. This means 

that all raw materials, supplies, work in process, and finished goods to be available precisely 

when needed (Tice et al., 2005). Pull system in JIT implies that inventory is based on 

immediate customer demand, meaning that giving customer what he wants, when he wants 

and in the amount of he or she wants (Liker, 2004). 

Jidoka, the other pillar in TPS, refers to designing operation and equipment in station quality 

so that preventing problems from being passed down the line. According to Liker (2004), this 

is much more effective and less costly than inspecting and repairing quality problems after 

the fact. Solving quality problems at the source saves time and money. By continually 

surfacing problems and fixing them as they occur, one eliminate waste, prevents letting 

problems accumulate get left in the dust. The principle is summarized; bring problems to the 

surface, make them visible, and go to work immediately on countermeasures (Liker, 2004, 

p.132). “Toyota philosophy is building a culture of stopping or slowing down to get quality 

right first time to enhance productivity in the long run”. (Liker, 2004, p.139)   

Kaizen—continuous improvement is the process of making incremental improvements. It 

teaches individual skills for working effectively in small groups solving problems and 

improving processes within a peer group. “Kaizen is a total philosophy that strives for 

perfection and sustains TPS on a daily basis” (Liker, 2004, p.24).  

5S is an improvement process that involves five steps (Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, 

and Sustain) to create and maintain a clean, neat, and orderly workplace. Many 

organizations add a sixth “S” for Safety. (Tice et al., 2005) 

Standard work represents the best way to consistently perform a given operation in a way that 

minimizes all forms of production wastes, such as excess movement and waiting time (Tice 

et al., 2005). In the words of Liker (2004, p.147) “the critical task when implementing 

standardization is to find the right balance between providing employees with rigid 

procedures to follow and providing freedom to innovate and be creative to meet challenging 

targets consistently for cost, quality, and delivery. The key to achieving this balance lies in 

the way people write standards as well as who contributes to them. Imposed rules that are 

strictly policed become coercive and a source of friction and resistance between management 

and workers.” Deviations from standard and operating conditions should be visualised.   

Visual controls (such as signs, colored lights, and production control charts) are visual cues 

used to reinforce standard work and display the status of an activity for all employees to 

view (Tice et al., 2005). 

Value stream mapping is a process mapping method used to document the current and future 

states of a value stream, including all the information and material flows needed to deliver 
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value to customers. It is usually used to identify targets for Lean improvement activities 

(Tice et al., 2005).  

Ultimately one piece flow challenges people to think and improve production processes. 

“Inventory hides problems and reduces the urgency to solve them. Lean stops and addresses 

each problem as it is exposed”. The closer you are to one piece flow, the quicker quality 

problems surface to be addressed. (Liker, 2004, p.101) 

Genchi Genbutsu is a Japanese term and means going to the source to see and understand the 

situation. It stresses the importance of “getting your hands dirty” and learning by doing. 

3.3.2 Wastes and Values in Lean 

Waste (often known by its Japanese name Muda) can be defined as “anything the customer 

doesn’t pay you to do”. And value is defined from the viewpoint of the ultimate customer, 

and is the opposite of waste (Womack and Jones, 1990). But as many state (e.g. Liker), there 

are some “wasteful” activities that are actually essential to the business which should be 

minimised but not eliminated, and others that are not in any way useful and should be 

eliminated.  

Lean wastes:  

In Lean environment the goal is to create one piece flow by constantly cutting out wasted 

effort and time that is not adding value to customer. There are eight commonly accepted 

wastes in the Toyota production system (TPS): 

- Overproduction 

- Waiting 

- Unnecessary transport 

- Over processing 

- Excess inventory 

- Unnecessary movement 

- Defects 

- Unused employee potential 

Overproduction refers to producing parts which there are no orders or more than customer 

demands. Such overproduction also generates excessive lead and storage times and costs. As 

a result products may deteriorate and artificial pressures on work rate may be generated. 

The corresponding Lean principle is to manufacture based upon pull system and employ 

Kanban system in order to avoid overproduction (Hines and Rich, 1997, p.48; Liker, 2004). 

The waste of waiting occurs when time is being used ineffectively or whenever goods are not 

moving. This includes waiting for material, information, equipment, spare part, worker, and 
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so on. This waste affects all parties involved such as machines and workers, each spending 

time waiting. Lean demands that all resources are provided on a just-in-time (JIT) basis. The 

ideal state should be no waiting time with a consequent faster flow of goods (Hines and 

Rich, 1997, p.48). 

Unnecessary transport refers to carrying work-in-process (WIP) long distances, and creating 

ineffective transportation. In Lean environment, any unnecessary movement is viewed as 

waste, thus transport optimization rather than total removal is sought (Hines and Rich, 1997, 

p.48; Liker, 2004). 

Overprocessing refers to complex solutions instead of employing simple solutions. Complex 

machines tend to produce more waste and generally discourage ownership (Hines and Rich, 

1997, p.48).  

Excess inventory tends to increase lead time, prevents rapid identification of problems and 

uses valuable space, creating associated storage costs. “Inventory hides problems and 

inefficiencies. Inventory enables the bad habit of not having to confront problems, if you 

don’t confront your problem you can’t improve your process” (Liker, 2004, p.99). In order to 

deal with these problems, Liker often advises “make them visible and bring to the surface”. 

This can be achieved by reducing inventory (Hines and Rich, 1997, p.48). 

Unnecessary movement involves, in the words of Hines and Rich (1997), “the ergonomics of 

production where operators have to stretch, bend and pick up when these actions could be 

avoided. Such waste is tiring for the employees and is likely to lead to poor productivity and, 

often, to quality problems” (p.48). 

Defects refer to the poor quality of products which causes extra costs for repairing and 

replacing the defective parts. 

Unused employee potential includes underutilization of employee skills and creativity.  

Toyota’s guiding values (Toyota Way):  

Toyota articulates their corporate philosophy in a document called “Toyota Way”. The 

Toyota Way is an expression of the company values as well as set of guidelines.  Based on 

the dual pillars of "Respect for People" and "Continuous Improvement," the following five 

key principles sum up the Toyota employee conduct guidelines: Challenge, Kaizen, Genchi 

Genbutsu (go and see), Respect, and Teamwork (Figure 13).  Toyota provides an example of a 

learning organisation that is real and successful. It starts with the assumption that people are 

the most important resource and need to be nurtured and developed and challenged (Liker, 

2008). 
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Figure 13: Toyota’s guiding values as shown at Toyota’s global website 

The Toyota Way is about adding value to all stakeholders including society. It provides a 

framework to make short term and long-term decisions, and it unites employees around a 

shared vision (Liker, 2004, p.83). 

3.4.1 Environmental strategy and competitiveness 

Common global issues as the current environmental problems have received much attention 

in both society and the business world. This forced many industries to adapt their corporate 

strategy in an environmental direction (Rothenberg et al. 2001). Involvement in 

environmental issues can trigger innovation, enhance resource productivity, and makes 

companies more competitive (Porter and Van der Linde, 1995). A strategy that has been 

frequently used within manufacturing industry is resource efficiency and waste elimination, 

in other words, making economic value while reducing negative impacts on the environment 

and reduced use of energy and other natural resources (DeSimone, 1997).  

The manufacturing strategy developed by Hill (2000), on the other hand, based on 

identification of order-winners and order-qualifiers. Hill emphasizes understanding market 

situations. According to him, companies will be unable to take successful strategic decisions 

unless they understand their markets. Identifying order winners and order qualifies and 

their relative weightings will help companies achieve critical insights.  

Competitive advantage is defined as something that makes an organization unique and 

allows it to outperform its competitors (Porter, 1980). Porter (1980) identified two types of to 

gain a competitive advantage from environmental performance: Differentiation and the cost 

leadership. As a product goes through the different phases of its life cycle, cost becomes an 

important order winner and this requires companies to be able to produce at lower cost (Hill, 
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2000). Differentiation, on the other hand, implies providing products or services that 

competitors are not yet offering or unable to offer, or provides features that is better tailored 

to the needs of the consumer (Porter, 1980).  

Esty and Winstone (2006, p.10) describe why companies should use environmental strategy 

to stay competitive and why companies should be in front and work proactively rather than 

reactive when it comes to environmental management. “Companies that do not add 

environmental thinking to their strategy arsenal risk missing upside opportunities in 

markets that are increasingly shaped by environmental factors.” 

3.4.2 Environmental Management Systems 

EMS is described as a management framework for improving organization’s environmental 

performance (Tice et al., 2005). The most commonly used standard for EMS is ISO 14001, 

which uses continual improvement approach based on plan-do-check-act model. This 

implies regularly setting environmental goals, developing and implementing environmental 

policies, monitoring performance, and making adjustments to improve environmental 

performance of organizations.  

Tice et al. (2005, p.5) state that, by systematically examining specific operations associated 

with environmental impacts, the organization can make these impacts and their causes 

visible, measurable, manageable, and therefore subject to improvement. 

The level of environmental performance that must be achieved is not something prescribed. 

Tice et al. (2005, p.5) state that each organization can tailor its EMS to its unique needs, 

priorities, and situation. Organizations can design their own programs and procedures to 

support EMS and to meet their environmental objectives and targets. 

The reasons for implementing EMS have different motivations. As stated by Tice et al. (2005), 

these include: 

- Developing an effective compliance management system 

- Achieving environmental performance goals 

- Improving understanding of environmental policies throughout the organization 

- Documenting environmental performance and procedures for the purpose of internal 

and/or external auditing.  

EMS share many characteristics with lean production. EPA report (2004) compares Lean and 

EMS and shows how the two have much in common (Table 3).  

Like lean production systems, they often include opportunities for collaborative problem 

solving and continuous improvement. Therefore it is expected that firms that practice lean 
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production will be more likely to adopt formal environmental management systems, and the 

lower will be its emissions (EPA, 2004). 

 Lean EMS 

Overall type Production philosophy Management system 

framework 

Waste elimination 

objectives 

Eliminate non value added 

activity 

Eliminate environmental 

impacts and risks 

Organizational ownership Operations Environmental professionals 

Driver/Motivation Business competitiveness Environmental compliance 

Methods/Tools Tactical toolbox and methods Programs, procedures 

Culture change Employee involved problem 

solving culture 

Same 

Improvement Continual improvement based 

on PDCA 

Same 

 Table 3: Comparison of Lean and EMS approaches, Source: EPA, 2004 

3.4.3 Lean and Green 

Today’s competitive market scenario demands adding value from the customer’s point of 

view. In the words of Womack and Jones (2007), from the society point of view the reason 

why organization exists is to create value for consumers. In an online blog, Womack further 

state that “lean’s role is to be green’s critical enabler as the massive waste in our current 

practices is reduced”. This implies that for those companies that already have adopted Lean, 

taking a further step to encompass environment seems to be logical, because it can also yield 

more economic and social benefits.  

Green manufacturing deals with maintaining sustainability’s environmental, economic and 

social objectives in the manufacturing domain. Reducing hazardous emissions, eliminating 

wasteful resource consumption and recycling are examples of sustainable green 

manufacturing activities. According to Deif (2011), the term “green” is used to reflect 

environmental friendly awareness, when it is added to manufacturing it is used to describe 

manufacturing approach that is aware of its production impact on the environment and 

resources. Deif continue argues that environmental and green attempts in manufacturing 

should move from being an environmental management approach to an environmental 

strategy. This will create, according to him, a win-win situation by which manufacturers can 

improve their environmental performance while same time achieving economic gains. 

Many have proposed that adaptation of lean production can directly improve environmental 

performance of the adapting firms (Florida 1996, Zokaei et al., 2013, to name few). According 
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to King and Lenox (2001), if an organization successfully implements the good 

“housekeeping” practices associated with lean manufacturing, it gives an organization 

considerable benefit of reducing spills and other forms of waste created by the process. In 

line with this argument, Zokaei et al. (2013) argue that Lean and Green together are not only 

improve environmental performance they are profitable too. One of the contributors of the 

Lean and Green can be creating a bottom-up engagement, as they state. 

Kaizen/Continuous Improvement (CI) and employee involvement are often suggested 

methods of gaining environmental benefit from a Lean implementation. Possibly the most 

obvious link between Lean and environmental impacts is that both are interested in waste, 

and some authors mention this (e.g. Tice et al., 2005). EPA (2004) report also shows that both 

Lean and EMS focus on waste reduction, and have similarities in many respects:  

- “Both Lean and EMS have foundations in TQM and relies on a continual improvement 

philosophy.  

- In addition, both lean and EMS focuses on eliminating waste, although there are differences in 

the scope of how “waste” is defined.  

- 
 
Finally, both lean and EMSs seek to foster an organizational culture that emphasizes 

employee involvement in problem solving” (p.4). 

3.4.4 Environmental waste 

Environmental waste is defined as “any unnecessary use of resources or a substance released 

into the air, water, or land that could harm human health or the environment” (EPA, 2007, 

p.18). Environmental wastes naturally don’t add value to customer. They also indicate cost, 

poor quality and sign of inefficient production for the companies and society in general. The 

environmental wastes have a slightly different character than traditional lean wastes, and 

can occur in full material lifecycle. For instance, “when companies use resources to provide 

products or services to customers, and/or when customers use and dispose of products”. 

(EPA, 2007, p.12) Zokaei et al. (2013) define 8 wastes of green/environmental as follows: 

- Excessive energy use 

- Physical waste (solid or liquid) 

- Excessive water usage 

- Air emissions 

- Land contamination 

- Discharges to water  

- Noise and nuisance 

- Lost people potential  

EPA (2007, p.13) note that environmental wastes, such as hazardous materials released to the 

environment, are not explicitly targeted by Lean. However, lean production reduces some of 
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the environmental impacts due to its waste elimination focus. EPA (2004) report shows how 

environmental impact fits with Lean’s seven wastes (Table 4):  

Waste Type Environmental Impacts 

Defects Raw materials consumed in making defective products 

Defective components require recycling or disposal 

More space required for rework and repair, increasing energy use for 

heating, cooling, and lighting 

Waiting Potential material spoilage or component damage causing waste 

Wasted energy from heating, cooling, and lighting during production 

downtime Overproduction More raw materials consumed in making the unneeded products 

Extra products may spoil or become obsolete requiring disposal 

Complexity More parts and raw materials consumed per unit of production 

Unnecessary processing increases waste, energy use, and emissions 

Movement More energy use for transport 

Emissions from transport 

More space required for work-in-process (WIP) movement, increasing 

lighting, heating, and cooling demand and energy consumption 

More packaging required to protect components during movement 

Inventory More packaging to store WIP 

Waste from deterioration or damage to stored WIP 

More materials needed to replace damaged WIP 

More energy used to heat, cool, and light inventory space 

Unused 

creativity 

Fewer suggestions of pollution prevention and waste minimization 

opportunities 

Table 4: Environmental impact linked with lean wastes, Source: EPA, 2004 

Although these relationships between Lean wastes and environmental wastes exist, there are 

several differences in scope, purpose, and drivers behind them. With following statements 

sum up EPA (2003) the benefits and shortcomings of both: Lean’s CI based culture with its 

waste elimination focus provides excellent platform to improve environmental performance 

of organizations, however Lean has few gaps with respect to “environmental risks and life 

cycle impact” (p.2), making Lean efforts often overlook opportunities to prevent or reduce 

environmental wastes.  In many organisations, environmental personnel are not involved in 

operational work, resulting in some cases additional improvement opportunities unrealized 

(Larson & Greenwood, 2004). 

EPA (2004) concluded that EMS can add value to Lean through expanding “the focus of lean 

activities by redefining of “waste” to look beyond typical production waste. EMS can also 
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help lean address environmental “blind spots,” such as the risk or toxicity of materials used 

and the full life-cycle impacts of products and processes” (p.7). Simply concluded, Lean and 

EMS can be complementary. Larson & Greenwood (2004) show how Lean and Green create 

synergies for sustainability (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Creating synergies for sustainability, based on Larson & Greenwood (2004) 

3.5 Tools 

In this section, some Green tools are presented that used to visualize environmental impacts 

of a process. Table below summarizes the tools that will be introduced and their scope:  

  Green Performance 
Map  

Life Cycle Assessment Environmental Value 
Stream Mapping 

Gain overview x x x 

Decide where to start x x x 

Scope the process x   

Walking the flows   x 

Getting into fine details  x  

Table 5: Visualisation tools and their scope 

3.5.1 Environmental Value Stream Mapping (E-VSM) 

VSM is a process mapping method that used to visualize all activities required to produce a 

product from supplier to customer. In Lean environment, these activities are often be 

grouped into three main categories:  
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- Value-adding  

- Non-value adding (Waste)  

- Non-value adding but needed  

The specific purpose of the VSM is to identify those activities that don’t add value to 

customer as candidates for waste elimination (Womack & Jones, 1990). Womack & Jones 

(1990) further stated that the only value that a company can provide is by looking through 

the customer’s eyes. Taking one dimension further, Kurdve and Wiktorsson (2013) argue 

that value should be extended to cover all stakeholders satisfying society as well. 

EPA (2004), who propose a new “environmental value stream mapping” tool, note that Lean 

tends to focus within the four walls of the factory and maybe one step into the supply or 

customer supply chains, whereas environmental impact reduction requires a focus on the 

whole value stream. Therefore, “combining Lean and EMS process mapping methods would 

allow companies to look more holistically at the performance attributes and environmental 

characteristics of different processes, and to identify desired future states and process 

improvement activities that best meet all of the company’s objectives” (p.9).  

EPA (2007) states that conventional value stream mapping can overlook certain types of 

environmental considerations:  

- Raw materials used in products and processes  

- Pollution and other environmental wastes in the value stream  

Conventional value stream maps typically examine the time it takes to produce a product 

and the proportion of that time that is value added, but they do not focus on the resources 

consumed and wasted in the development of that product. When environmental metrics are 

integrated into the current state map along with other Lean metrics, the team conducting the 

value stream mapping can use those data to see a more complete picture of the wastes in the 

value stream and the potential for improvement opportunities (EPA, 2007).  

In the “Lean and Environment” and “Lean and Chemicals” toolkits provides EPA (2007 and 

2009) two ways of examining environmental wastes trough incorporating environmental 

metrics into conventional value stream map:   

“One way to examine environmental wastes in value stream mapping events is to record the 

key resource “inputs” to each process (e.g., raw materials, energy, and water use) and the 

key non-product “outputs” that result from each process (e.g., scrap, air emissions, 

hazardous waste, etc.) directly onto value stream maps” (EPA, 2007, p.26). Figure 15 

provides a conceptual outline of how to add resource input and waste output lines to process 

maps.  
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Figure 15: Process mapping of Environmental Inputs/Outputs by EPA, 2009 

“Another way to examine environmental waste is to look in more detail at the inputs, 

outputs, and information flows associated with the use of energy, water, and/or materials. In 

addition to comparing resource use versus the need for each process in the value stream, 

environmental waste streams (i.e., non-product outputs such as air emissions, wastewater, 

hazardous wastes, and trash) can also be examined. This type of detailed examination of 

resource flows can help find hidden sources of waste in the value stream” (EPA, 2009, p.20). 

Figure 16 represents full value stream maps incorporating the input and output lines.  

 

Figure 16: E-VSM incorporating environmental aspects, proposed by EPA, 2009 
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In contrast to adding a materials line or any type of resource to a conventional value stream 

map, the team conducting VSM can also include key maintenance parameters in the form of 

OEE for a studied process. For instance, energy consumption can be measured together with 

cycle time for a dedicated cell, if a production cell is standardized implying all machines are 

equipped with energy meter. In this way, machines that cause disturbances can then be 

identified and be subjected to further improvements.  

3.5.2 Green Performance Map 

The Green Performance Map (GPM) is a visual analysis tool that can be used to identify, 

prioritise, measure, and follow up actions on environmental aspects (Bellgran et al, 2012). It 

is aligned with ISO 14001 but can also be used stand-alone.  

According to Höckerdal (2012), the aim of the GPM tool is to provide environmental 

communication and decision support for environmental and operational management. This 

is done by making easy to identify and prioritize environmental work through visualisation. 

Hence the bottomline will be the commitment among all staff and the decision support for 

management. After having visualized environmental aspects, companies can apply focused 

improvement activities for these identified aspects, and improve their environmental 

performance from production system, as claims Höckerdal (2012). 

To be inline with ISO14001, GPM classify all environmental aspects identified in the process 

or operation into 4 inputs and outputs categorises, each:  

- Input categories: Energy, Product material, Process material and Water. 

- Output categories: Product output, Non-product-output (waste material), Emissions 

to air (including noise and heat), and Emissions to water and soil (including risks of 

emissions to surrounding soil and water). 

The general GPM is illustrated in figure 17 below. In short, GPM can be useful in gaining an 

overview of the process, and decide where to start.    
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Figure 17: Green Performance Map, (Bellgran et al 2012) 

In the case of using the GPM in a maintenance action, each aspect is linked to maintenance 

activities. By showing all possible environmental aspects produced during the maintenance 

process, appropriate measurements of the aspects could be chosen and actions prioritised, 

planned and performed.   

 

Figure 18: Maintenance action in Green Performance Map 
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3.5.3 Inventory Mapping with Life Cycle Assessment 

3rd mapping tool described in this section offers a framework that takes life cycle perspective 

into account. This framework borrows some ideas from various lifecycle oriented 

maintenance approaches available in literature (Zou and Gan, 2011; Ajukumar and Gandhi, 

2013; Takata et al., 2004). I am going to call this tool as Lifecycle Inventory Mapping, in short 

LCIM.   

Takata et al. (2004) state that, “the role of maintenance has to change to take into account a 

life-cycle management oriented approach”. This implies extending scope of maintenance 

while keeping and restoring the equipment characteristics’ over the life cycle. 

Even so, maintenance activities consume energy and resources; unreasonable and 

inadequate maintenance activities bring harmful substances and environmental wastes, and 

also may generate noise, vibration, electromagnetic radiation, and radioactive pollution, 

endangering the surrounding environment. (Zou and Gan, 2011) 

LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) is a widely used tool for studies of environment performance 

of a product, process (activities) and system. It examines the environmental impacts of 

products or a system over their entire life-cycle, from materials acquisition, manufacturing, 

use, and disposition (ISO 14040). LCA is carried out in four stages: 

- Defining the goals and scope 

- Inventory analysis which collects inputs and outputs of entire system 

- Impact assessment 

- Interpretation stage  

Life cycle oriented maintenance framework (LCIM) deals with two phases of Life Cycle 

Assessment: Goal & Scope definition and Life Cycle Inventory analysis (LCI) as defined in 

ISO 14040.  

1. Defining the goals and scope: As per ISO 14040, the goal and scope definition phase 

determines system boundary and analysis. The goal of this tool (LCIM) is to make easier 

understanding environmental impacts of maintenance activities by visualization, contribute 

to the awareness, and serve as an initial step in order to reduce environmental impacts 

caused by maintenance in further phases.  

Scope of the study is limited with “use” phase of production equipment used in a 

manufacturing context. Raw material extraction, production, and end of life phases are 

excluded in this study. Another limitation is with LCA steps. Since the goal of the study is to 

give an initial picture of environmental impacts, study covers only inventory mapping. 

Impact assessment and improvement/assessment steps are not covered in this study.  
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LCA framework to be used in this study illustrated in figure below (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: LCA framework to be used for operative maintenance action in accordance to ISO14040 

2. Inventory analysis: As per ISO 14040, for each of the phases that have been determined 

during scope definition (in this case “use” phase only), information is collected on the input 

and output, and possible internal interactions with an operator if the working environment 

is to be included in the impact assessment. According to Zou and Gan (2011), in order to do 

this, maintenance activity inventory analysis decomposes maintenance event down to the 

basic maintenance operations (such as parts cleaning, tighten screws, etc.) and collects 

resources/energy input and output of the maintenance activity or basic maintenance work.  

Inventory mapping of a typical maintenance activity is listed in table below (Table 6). This 

table also shows impact type associated with maintenance activity.  

  Inventory list Impact type 

Maintenance 

activity 

Input Equipment breakdown / deterioration  

Materials (spare parts, auxiliary 

supplies) 

Resource depletion 

Energy (electricity, water, various oils) Resource depletion 

Air Resource depletion 

Manpower Resource depletion 

Output Restored / Maintained equipment Valid resource 

Solid waste (discarded components, 

scrap) 

environmental pollution 

Liquid waste: waste water, waste oil environmental pollution 

Exhaust gas (COx, SO2, O3) environmental pollution, 

health 

Table 6: Life Cycle Inventory analysis based on the approach of Zou and Gan, 2011 (modified)  

Improvement analysis: The LCIM framework ends after having mapped inventory list and 

assessed the type of environmental impact for the maintenance activity as determined at the 
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Goal & Scope phase. Further stages of LCA framework as defined in ISO14040 require 

complex evaluation and improvement analysis which is not the scope of this thesis. However 

if proceeded with other stages, as is done by Zou and Gan (2011), following examples of 

improvement measures could be concluded: improving maintainability design, selecting 

green or reproducible maintenance resource or energy, adopting advanced maintenance 

techniques, updating maintenance equipment, strengthening maintenance management, 

finding optimum maintenance approach and so on. 
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4 EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSYS 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the research presented in this thesis is consisted of an extensive literature 

study and qualitative interviews with selected companies. This chapter presents and analyses 

empirical findings from these studies, and also summarizes findings from the literature study. 

4.1 Interviews with Scania and Dynamate 

The knowledge gained and findings from the literature study are used to form questions and 

research areas to be covered in the interview study. Data were collected through semi-

structured interviews. The interviews included a mixture of open-ended and specific 

questions in order to collect both foreseen and unexpected information as advocated by 

Mason (2002). Focus was to explore current way of working with environmental 

improvements in production operations.  

How maintenance is organized at Dynamate and TPM pillars: 

0-0-85-95 policy: Ultimate goal of maintenance department is to have: 0 Defect, 0 Accident, 

85% OEE, 95% Uptime. 

With having SPS principles in place, Dynamate (maintenance department) works towards 

achieving total productive maintenance with the ultimate goal of 0-0-85-95. TPM + Lean 

(SPS) described as a journey. However, “Green goals are neither fully integrated into TPM 

nor in the direct focus area of maintenance, but is being started”, showing perception of 

respondent that a long journey is expected. TPM at Dynamate consists of 9 pillars:  

- Nyanskaffning utrustning (New Equipment Introduction) 

o Scania/Dynamate has a system in place for introducing new equipment, called 

PEIP (Production Equipment Investment Process). Early equipment 

management and LCC calculations are integrated in PEIP system. Cross 

functional team from Purchase, Production, Maintenance and R&D are 

involved in the process. The team specify next generation equipment and 

ensures lessons learned from the previous experiences incorporated, and data 

gathered from running equipment used by new equipment investment. 

o Ultimate goal with the next generation equipment is to achieve zero quality 

loss, and maybe shortened development time trough concurrent engineering. 

- Specialistunderhåll (Specialized maintenance) 

o Planned maintenance at Dynamate involves both corrective (avhjälpande) and 

preventive (förebyggande) maintenance activities. The team identifies the 
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optimum approach to maintaining the equipment. Common activities target 

to increase OEE, breakdown reduction, and at operational level retain 

availability of equipment. The long-term goal is to move from corrective type 

maintenance (CM) to preventive (PM) and further to condition based 

maintenance (CBM), where appropriate. Target is to achieve a ratio of 80% 

proactive maintenance to 20% reactive maintenance. (Current ratio lies by 

50% to 50%). 

o Cost is another factor that is evaluated as CM is costly, requires extra 

resources, spare parts and so on. 

- Operatörsunderhåll (Autonomous maintenance - AM)  

o AM (korttid interval kontrol) is included in CBM. AM foresees basic cleaning 

and checking activities on the equipment with short intervals. 

- Kompetensutveckling (Training & Education) 

o At Scania has each employee its own job description where knowledge and 

skills to carry out jobs are described. Potential gaps are closed by training and 

education programs. This enables personal and professional development of 

each employee. 

- Förbättringsarbete och specific problemlösning (Focused improvement) 

o Scania / Dynamate have structured way of working based on PDCA cycle. 

PDCA applied for selected projects, but also for everyday issues. “Especially 

useful for follow-up activities”, emphasizing importance of control and 

follow-up loops.  

- Kvalitestunderhåll (Quality maintenance) 

o Quality maintenance at Dynamate/Scania aims to assure zero defect 

conditions.  

- TPM adminstration 

- Säkerhet hälsa miljö (SHE) 

o SHE pillar aims at safe use of equipment, thereby safety of personnel. 

Ultimate goal is to have zero accidents, enhance lifetime of equipment, and 

minimize environmental impact of production and maintenance. 

- TPM påverkan och utvärdering 

o 9th pillar of TPM is the evaluation and assessment of maintenance goals. KPIs 

are measured including OEE, customer satisfaction measured/assessed and 

employee feedback system integrated. Through this way of knowledge 

transfer, continuous improvement and customer requirement are integrated 

in the organization’s long-term goals and objectives.   
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Considering sustainability when planning the maintenance: 

Following short-term and long-term initiatives were stated that contribute to sustainability.  

- Move from CM to PM and further to CBM (Target: 80%-20%) 

- Ultimate goal: 0-0-85-95 policy 

- PEIP considering LCC 

- Energy efficiency projects 

- Measure CO2 footprint and transportation at company level, energy at plant level, 

OEE at  department level 

- Reduce use of chemicals  

- 5S for handling chemicals, binning of defects or discarded components 

- Recycling and reuse of defects or discarded components 

- In addition to these, Scania has “blue rating” a corporate EMS in place that provides 

guidelines, asses and improve KPI of environmental performance.   

Effects of poor maintenance to the environment: (Examples given from department 

manager for each category of effect) 

1. Resource consumption: 

Wasted energy: For instance, when we have leakage or when machine is not running 

smoothly then we have wasted energy. Equipment consumes more energy/power if it 

doesn’t run smoothly.  Leakage is a wasted energy and indicates often design weakness or 

poor maintenance.  

Water/Oil/Liquid: Water needed for example to clean machines, or washing parts and other 

consumables. How much is used and wasted, not measured directly. It is measured in big 

picture. Various type of liquid including oil and chemicals/gasses needed to run machines.  

Chemicals: Selecting right chemicals and right amount of chemicals are crucial not only to 

avoid hazards, also that increases lifetime of equipment parts i.e. fan, minimize energy, and 

minimize PM.  5S is often used to sort chemicals and material that are not needed, and 

replace some with less hazardous material.  

Consumables: Scania recycles and reuses discarded components or residual products. When 

products are defective, they will be placed in different bins and sent to environmental station 

for recycling and reuse. Bins are categorized by electrical, chemical, mechanical. 

2. Emissions:  

Energy emissions: Heat indicates over energy consumption that in turn causes fan running to 

cool down the equipment. 
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3. Production process: 

Waiting related waste: Waiting for maintenance occurs in situations of (mostly during 

corrective maintenance) if spare parts are not managed effectively while parts need to be 

ordered urgently, sometimes from overseas/China. Or, sometimes is being waited for a 

specialist of OEM from Germany. Maintenance team is always there.   

Extra transportation: One reason of extra transportation can be tracked back to poor spare 

parts management. Missing of parts in storage causes parts need to be ordered, transported, 

and delivered by means of transportations. These cause also extra cost, work, and time 

which could be used by more value adding activities.   Inbound and outbound logistics in 

terms of fuel and cost are measured very accurately at Scania.  

Excessive Maintenance: Excessive maintenance occurs in situations if preventive 

maintenance is performed more than needed. One of the tactical/level goals of Dynamate is 

to move from planned (scheduled) maintenance to condition based maintenance.  

Operational level, sometimes it is sufficient to check and perform basic maintenance, as it 

doesn’t need complex change on the equipment. Skill and competence of staff can also cause 

excessive maintenance, especially in situations when doing wrong thing with the equipment. 

Defect/Scrap: Defects are treated as bad quality. Scania/Dynamate’s ultimate goal is to have 

Zero defect.  

4. Safety and work environment: 

Safety/Accidents: Dynamate is very good at ensuring safe work environment, the ultimate 

goal is Zero accident.  

Noise: When machine is running there is always certain noise. Scania/Dynamate has good 

control of noise. They are measured and the level is relatively low.  

Interview guide:   

Question/Issue Category DynaMate Scania 

Guiding values(culture, 

principles), vision of company 

Strategy SPS 

Which explicit strategies company 

follow in order to improve 

environmental performance?  

Strategy integrated and 

cascaded goals 

(linked to Scania’s 

production strategy) 

one-pager (the 

roof of SPS 

house) 

What type of production system: 

pull, batch, other? Production 

flow: discrete, continuous? 

Production see Scania pull, discrete 
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What ideas do you have for 

involving employees at all levels 

of your company in efforts to 

identify and eliminate 

environmental wastes? 

Green visualize, training & 

education, follow-up 

Training & 

employee 

development 

Which tools are used to evaluate 

environmental impact? 

Tool Quartal reports that 

show KPI results 

Blue rating 

(colours as 

criteria) 

Does your company or 

department have environmental 

goals and targets that could be 

identified on value stream maps? 

Tool Energy mapping of 

projected factories or 

areas, and measuring 

OEE as service level 

mapping 

VSM not used, 

but process 

mapping 

Which environmental metric(s) 

would you choose to include in 

value stream maps at your 

company? 

Tool energy efficiency energy efficiency, 

use of chemicals 

Which environmental wastes can 

be identified by poor maintenance 

Maintenance See listed below in environmental impact 

of Production  / Maintenance 

What is yours view of the 

environmental impact of 

maintenance? 

Maintenance Quality- Safety- 

Environment in all 

what we are doing 

all addressed 

daily basis 

Which attributes (soft quality and  

operation style) needed to be 

world class manufacturer / 

maintenance organization 

Maintenance focus – do - take 

responsibility 

improve-

evaluate-dialog 

What environmental goals and 

targets does your organization 

have? 

Green Support customer 

(Scania) with 

knowledge, Scania to 

decide (as for the 

cooperative projects) 

CO2 footprint as 

goal, then 

breakdown to 

each department.  

Environmental Kaizen - example 

on energy use 

Lean energy efficiency 

was achieved with 

behavioural change - 

not technical 

investments 

Kaizen with 

Environmental 

glass 

Best practices (Green initiatives in 

terms of cost reduction) impact on 

the cost - examples? 

Green waste handling, 

energy efficiency, 

chemicals 

energy efficiency, 

chemicals 

What approach might be most 

appropriate for incorporating 

EHS considerations into 5S? 

Tool Binning of defects handling 

chemicals 

What is the potential impact of 

lean production and 

environmental performance on 

each other? 

Green daily work, method, 

competence 
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What are measured? Green Carbon footprint, 

Fuel (Transport) 

inbound and 

outbound logistics, 

energy/electricity 

partly. Pilot started 

at one dept. Power 

consumption 

measured factory 

level, not on each 

equipment.  

As for 

improvement 

programs; 

eliminate 

leakage, reduce 

transportation 

waste, energy 

efficiency could 

be targeted 

Table 7: Interview guide  

Strategic role of Production function: 

Production function’s strategic roles within companies were asked in the interviews. Lean 

production was the underlying production philosophy at Scania, and SPS was central at both 

companies. Referring to SPS, respect for the individual and eliminating waste lie at the core 

of how Scania and Dynamate would work. Further it was found that, maintenance 

department’s objectives were linked to the production strategies at Scania.  

Production priorities at Scania were stated as following: Safety – Quality – Delivery – Cost – 

Environment. Although Safety and Environmental priorities can be treated under same 

umbrella (EHS), the perception is that environmental priorities were given lower priorities 

against other priorities in the maintenance and production departments.  

Integrating environmental priorities in daily work, training and raising awareness: 

At Scania each employee has its own job description that defines knowledge and skills to 

carry out their jobs. Potential gaps are closed by training and education programs. This 

enables personal and professional development of each employee. “As part of their daily 

work, Scania’s employees are made aware of safety, health and environmental priorities.” 

Safety principles are lifted up in making environmental work proactive. Safety is always 

prioritized in favour of other competitive criterion (quality, delivery, and cost). 

Respondent from Dynamate suggested that three principles would be beneficial in order to 

integrate environmental improvements into daily work: visualise, training & education, and 

follow-up. With visualisation awareness is raised, training & education helps to increase 

knowledge, and with follow-up it is ensured that improvements are monitored and avoided 

to have one-time effect.  The benefits of environmental improvements might not be visible in 

short term or in daily work. Even though, projects that don’t directly targeted to improve 

environmental performance, all improvements in production and equipment utilisation 
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would lead to improved environmental performance. Triples bottom-line approach 

Environment-Safety-Quality should be applied in daily work.  

Learning as goal: One goal can be “to understand entire company level what we are doing 

effect environment”. Dynamate’s respondent noted that environmental aspects identified at 

business level such as reducing CO2 footprint by half as corporate goal, this can be broken 

down to each department and further to shop floor level. This would enable wider 

commitment to environmental improvements. As for the improvement programs; eliminate 

leakage, reduce transportation waste, energy efficiency could be targeted.  

Assessment of environmental impact: 

Dynamate uses Quartal reports that show KPI results to evaluate project with focus on 

environmental improvements. Project status are reported, progresses visualized, new actions 

defined and followed up based on the results of each quarter’s KPI results.  

In addition to adhering legal requirements of ISO 14001, Scania sets its own standards and 

has a corporate EMS in place that is called “blue rating”. Scania’s “blue rating” is a method 

Scania uses to evaluate the safety, health and environmental work at its production and 

other business units. Identified environmental risks are ranked, prioritized, and regularly 

followed-up. “Based on the results of this audit, Scania can identify areas for improvement 

and good methods are spreads companywide as best practices in order to improve 

environmental performance”. 

Tools for visualizing: 

VSM as commonly mentioned Lean tool is not deployed at both Scania and Dynamate at 

corporate level, however Scania’s engineer use process mapping that help to visualize, 

identify wastes in a dedicated process.  Dynamate maps projected areas i.e. energy efficiency 

(energy kartläggning) at factory level, and measures OEE at cell level. 

Continuous improvement – environmental initiatives: 

As for the environmental initiatives; Scania and Dynamate more likely focus on energy 

efficiency, and use of chemicals. Several projects are running with the objectives to reduce 

carbon footprint, save cost, and efficient use of energy. There are several environmental 

metrics on different level; CO2 footprint and transportation in terms of consumed fuel 

measured companywide within entire inbound and outbound logistics. Power/energy 

consumption is measured at plant level. Respondent noted that “Environmental initiatives 

which are cooperated between Scania and DynaMate, Dynamate in its role as subsidiary of 
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Scania supports Scania with knowledge, whereas Scania to decide”, showing maintenance’s 

hierarchical role as a support function of production. 

There are two types of continuous improvements that maintenance team targets. Respondent 

said that we work on improvement of machines that has poor availability or production 

disturbances. Other improvement area is work method improvement, namely improving 

standards and documentation.  

Environmental impact of production/maintenance: 

In a document provided by interviewee states following production wastes in relation to 

environmental impact at Scania: 

- Raw material consumption 

- Recycling of residual products 

- Transport 

- Energy 

- Water 

- Use of chemicals 

- Emissions to air, land, and solvent emissions 

- Safety and accidents 

Maintenance wastes in relation to environmental impact documented by Dynamate: 

- Energy and media supplies 

- Transport 

- Raw material 

- Use of chemicals 

- Consumables and spare parts 

- Defects and discarded components  

- Emissions to air, water, and land 

- Safety and accidents 

- Noise 

Characteristics of world-class:  

Besides SPS emphasis on respect for the individual, the attributes that makes a world class 

manufacturer or maintenance organization are named by DynaMate was focusing, doing, 

and taking responsibility. Whereas by Scania followings were named: improve-evaluate-

dialog. 
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Positive impact of well performed maintenance: (Industry’s perception of maintenance 

correlates with literature findings): 

- Enhancing lifetime of equipment 

- Less defect/scrap 

- Less environmental pollution 

- Fewer accidents 

- Increased productivity (measured in time). 

One essential part of the interview was aimed to double-check and confirm findings from 

literature. To do this, often respondent’s opinion was asked with regards of several findings. 

For instance, positive impacts of well performed maintenance stated by the respondent listed 

above, confirming same findings from the literature.   

Obstacles:  

Trade-off between priorities: Respondent said that environmental improvements were given 

lower priority against production objectives. Sometimes poor knowledge leads to excessive 

maintenance. Goals are not defined sometimes necessity to define them explicitly.  Time is 

measured (uptime, breakdown time etc.), but not energy consumption. Breakdown causes a 

lot of resources and money. We get environmental impact and improvement results in big 

picture.  

4.2 Interview with Volvo CE 

Effects of poor maintenance to the environment (Combined quotes and interpretation of 
statements): 

Some effects of poor maintenance could have an amplifying effect or could relate to the root 

cause of other effects. For instances, excessive maintenance might cause air emissions, 

wasted material and consumables. Waiting for maintenance can cause air, leakage, and all 

types of wastes increase while waiting. 3rd category can be safety and work environment 

related: these are accidents, noise, and energy emissions. 

1. Emissions:  

One example of wasted water is leakage issue. Leakage is a never-ending problem 

maintenance department face which is not only effects to the environment; it has also direct 

impact to quality by having poor equipment performance.  

Air emissions are measured probably at factory level. For instance, leak in the compressed 

air system causes emission to air. 
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2. Resource consumption: 

Wasted consumables/material: If we have too tight preventive maintenance schedule i.e. 

changing the filters too often that’s a waste of consumables. Changing shoes, glasses and 

other safety protection related consumables more than necessary could be given as further 

examples. Root cause of all that is excessive maintenance (too much PM) which will lead to 

wasted consumables and materials. 

3. Production processes: 

Both, waiting for maintenance and extra transportation occur in situations when spare parts 

are not available thus need to be ordered. Or proper resources and knowledge are not 

available in-house, and is being waited for external service provider (ESP) who can bring 

extra knowledge to solve a problem. ESP can be an expert from consulting companies, or 

specialist of equipment manufacturer (OEM). Respondent said that one aspect one may think 

about is using more environmental friendly transportation means, instead of parts being 

shipped mostly via flight. Respondent noted that, transportation wastes are not measured. 

Waiting doesn’t only effects to the environment, it affects all parties involved. 

Continuous improvements – environmental initiatives:  

At Volvo CE, CI realized at 3 levels: At machine level, at factory level, and working method 

level.  “We work in structured way in improving availability of machines when we target 

machines that has poor availability. We apply PDCA and use bunch of different qualitative 

tools. Besides, maintenance department is also part of factory wide Operation Improvement 

program.  Continuous improvement of PM and CBM is also targeted.”  

Energy efficiency projects: At Volvo CE there are all the time projects running that focus on 

energy efficiency. Maintenance team is heavily involved in those projects, and with their 

knowledge and experience, they are an important contributor to such projects. Respondent 

gave some examples: shutdown of machines overnight, leakage elimination on air 

compressor system. Energy is measured at factory level. In addition, handheld devices are 

used to measure energy on some particular equipment. Newer machines are equipped with 

energy-meter that measures energy continuously.  OEE is measured mostly on bottleneck 

machines.  

Tools for visualization: Volvo CE is deploying Environmental-VSM on process or cell level. 

It is at the responsibility of production engineering, maintenance team is also involved.  
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Roadmap to sustainable maintenance:  

The journey to achieve “green” within maintenance was asked during the interview. 

Respondent agreed with the proposed (shown) solution and gave his opinion by confirming 

that “I don’t think that the technical is the answer. We need all employees need to get mind-

set. And it needs to be resourced as well. A technical tool or measurement system, those are 

tools to use. But if don’t have the mind-set of the employees and the leadership, those tools 

won’t be used properly. It needs to be somehow both.” 

How maintenance is organized at Volvo CE in Eskilstuna: 

“We don’t deploy TPM. We work a lot according to some pillars listed in TPM. But Volvo 

doesn’t use such pillar system connected to TPM.” Maintenance organization of Volvo CE in 

Eskilstuna is arranged into two groups: Maintenance Operation and Maintenance 

Development/Engineering. Maintenance Operation consists of about 40 electro-mechanics 

technicians, 5 team leaders within those 4 for each 4 areas of factory.  5th leader and his team 

have support function to other 4 teams by compensating them with overtime and night 

shifts. Maintenance Engineering, on the other and, consist of 20 engineers responsible for the 

development of new procedures, new equipment and so on.        

Technicians or repairmen are operative worker within maintenance organization. They 

perform CM, PM, improvements. Autonomous maintenance is performed by production 

operators/assemblers. Depending on type of activities and equipment, AM interval ranges 

from daily to 4 weeks. Some activities like cleaning and inspection are performed daily basis.  

Maintenance engineering at Volvo CE does a lot CBM and works with New Equipment 

Introduction (EEM). “We perform vibration measurement, use infrared camera, and make 

quite lot cross section measurements in our machines”. But CBM has its limitations. “We 

can’t perform CBM on each machine, on each situation. We can’t simply replace PM with 

CBM- that’s technically not feasible”.  

Technical (Requirement) Specification / New Equipment Introduction:  

Mostly maintenance engineers are involved in requirement specification of new equipment. 

LCC calculations are taken into account. The team specify technical requirement of new 

machines that consists of more than 500 technical parameters which the machine supplier 

require to comply with. Respondent said that the goal with requirement specification is to 

standardize equipment, thus potentially eliminate quality related losses. Lessons learned 

from previous experiences applied, in a way, whole work is built on the experience of older 

machines, and experienced gained by the engineers. “But we probably could be better in 

documenting lessons learned” showing respondent’s awareness of improvement areas 
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needed.  Reasons for purchasing new machine are capacity, replacement, and new product 

related. Respondent gave case examples that initiate investing in new machines: “If the 

production volume increases, we might need to purchase more machines or faster machines. 

Obsoleted and out-dated machines require replacement. Sometimes, new products are 

introduced, and currently available machines cannot perform the specific operation to 

produce new products. In those situations are new equipment is purchased.” Also, core 

values might initiate investing in new machines. 

At Volvo CE, for having long-term goal such as moving from CM to PM and further to CBM 

needs to justify financial aspects. Respondent noted that sometimes it is not cost effective to 

perform PM. If the consequent failures are not critical we can allow breakdown. Ultimate 

goal should be to find an optimum maintenance approach, in kind of to perform 

combination of PM, CBM, CM in order to reduce the total number of CM or breakdown. The 

goal should justify financial, but also environmental aspects. Upmost priority should be 

safety; Safety of staff and zero accidents. Also environment; we shouldn’t have any leakages 

or any harmful emissions to the environment.             

Consequent question was: How does Volvo ensure that those two priorities are fulfilled?   

For instance by PM and AM; Through PM and AM we ensure sustainability perspective of 

production thus we can contribute to the Green Production System. We perform PM on all 

our production equipment. Ultimate goal is to have zero accidents.  

KPI Board – Goals:  

At Volvo CE, cascaded goals – broken down to each department, and prioritized as follows: 

S-E-Q-D-E-H 

- Safety: Zero accidents, nearly accidents(incidents) 

- Environment: Work orders concerning leakages,    

- Quality: Direct OK method for PM and CM, a quality measure that indicates the quality of 

performed job.  

- Delivery: Work order queue (quantity of PM and CM), spare part management 

- Economic: Total maintenance downtime, Total maintenance cost 

- Human resources: Performance development, Competence of staff, Employee feedback 

system and survey, Absence of staff due to illness 

Considering sustainability when planning maintenance:  

- prioritize work orders when it comes to leakage or energy related 

- being part of E-VSM – a process improvement program  

- running projects that focus energy savings or efficient energy use such as shutting down 

overnight 

- perform PM and AM on each machine which is beneficial in sustainability 

- 5S for chemicals handling and storage 
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Especially in manufacturing industry as in Volvo, to achieve zero breakdowns has its trade-

offs. Right balance of Safety/Environment-Productivity-Cost triples is a must. This implies 

that we might allow some amount of breakdown for the sake of environment or safety. For 

instance, spoiling consumables by maintenance activities would cost money and impact 

environment. It might not worth reaching the goal of zero-breakdown, in some cases.  If a 

company finds the best course of action that comprises- best for financial, best for 

production, and best for environment: that is sustainable maintenance. What is needed here 

is awareness; awareness to know options, and act accordingly. These last remarks were truly 

“hit the mark”, in a way, summarize bottom-line of thesis.   

World-class organization: awareness 

When a company has a high awareness towards sustainability when it comes to 

sustainability aspects including environmental, safety, economic sustainability, would 

contribute to world class maintenance.  Awareness of different choices one can perform as 

maintenance department, choose right way to go and act proper way.  

Training & education:  

Many courses offered to increases skill and competence which are also targeting to raise 

awareness in sustainability perspectives. For instances, in the trainings on pumps or 

compressors environmental aspects are always lifted up. 

Obstacles:  

Breakdown is the biggest obstacle; it takes time, money, resource. Resources, maintenance 

budget and other financial implications are further obstacles.   

4.3 Summary of Findings from Literature and Industry 

Many of the findings from the literature are presented in Chapter 3. They can be summarized 

as below: 

- Maintenance perceived as cost centre while adding little value  

- The role of maintenance to achieve sustainability is not sufficiently recognized 

- Management often neglect hidden cost of maintenance 

- Short term production objectives are prioritized over preventive measures 

- The importance of operator involvement in maintenance is not sufficiently emphasized   

- Sustainability has become a raising priority for manufacturer 
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- Lean regarded by many authors as the means of green; good housekeeping associated with 

Lean principles provides excellent platform to improve environmental performance of an 

organization 

- Organizational culture and mind-set of employee is the key for operational excellence (Mind-

set related factors will be further discussed in the chapter follows ) 

- TPM enhances proactive culture and is described as missing link in JIT environment  

- Raising awareness of employees with regards to sustainability issues by training   

- Importance of visualisation tools that fosters learning  

Figure below shows the process of knowledge gaining for each part of theoretical review.  

 

Figure 20: Breakdown of theoretical review process 

Based on the literature reviewed, many organisations perceive maintenance function as a 

cost centre and described it as “a necessary evil”. Having this thinking, reactive approach to 

maintenance is still dominantly practiced by large part of industries. Nevertheless, the 

importance of maintenance has emphasized especially in industries with high level of 

automation and JIT/Lean environment. And the maintenance function is being recognised as 

a strategic tool to increase competitiveness in those industries, since it has an impact on 

delivery, quality, cost (Alsyouf, 2007; Tsang, 2002, Sherwin, 2000), moreover environment 

and safety (Fliedner, 2008; JIPM, 2006; EPA, 2003).  

Further, as McKone (1999) argues that JIT with its characteristics reduced inventory require 

maintenance system to be planned and scheduled rather than being reactive. With this 

characteristic, the breakdown of equipment quickly affects the entire production flow, thus 

availability of production equipment became crucial for the successful operation. To achieve 

increased availability, a good maintenance strategy is necessary. A good maintenance 

strategy implies having a proactive approach to maintenance including proactive way of 

operation.  One effective way to deal with all the above is to eliminate waste. Waste - in all its 

forms have to be eliminated: wasted resources, wasted time, defects, and so on. A widely-

used approach to deal with all these challenges and improving the performance of 
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maintenance activities is the total productive maintenance (TPM). TPM deals with all aspects 

of a company with the ultimate goal of zero breakdowns, zero defects, and zero accidents. 

This is why Nakajima describes TPM as the critical missing link in JIT environment. As 

Yamashina states, TPM complements Lean/JIT if an organization wants to reach world class 

status.    

Many authors mention about the synergies gained from integrating Lean and Green, and 

many prominent authors and institutes’ studies concluded that Lean has the potential to 

improve the environmental performance of a company, and can contribute to the 

environmental work by its proactive approach, structured way of operating and long-term 

thinking. Additional cost savings and improvements might be found when looking at the 

operations from an environmental perspective.  

The literature revealed that organizational culture is important for operational excellence 

including production and maintenance. Further, TPM can enhance proactive culture in an 

organization with its philosophy based on the total participation. Following factors have 

been identified to achieve a proactive mind-set within organization (This central topic will be 

further discussed in the next chapter): 

- Top-down commitment 

- Bottom-up involvement 

- Employee development 

- Established standards – structured way of working 

- Teamwork     

One central part of successful organization is the Human Resource aspect. Training, 

employee development, and employee performance plays a central role in organizations, 

that often mentioned both in literature and empirics. Trainings should be aimed at both 

personal and professional development. Employees need to be nurtured and made aware of 

sustainable way of working. Knowledge and skills available in organizations are important 

to eliminate root causes behind production losses, disturbances, and inefficient maintenance.  

Based on the finding from literature and evidence from the interviews, 6 types of factors 

could be addressed to improve environmental sustainability.   

- Resource consumption 

- Emissions  

- Safety and work environment related factors 

- Production process related factors 

- Quality related factors 

- Economic factor   
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These factors are derived from four main sources. 1) EPA (2003, 2004) reports show how lean 

wastes are related to environmental impact. Considering environmental impacts associated 

with improper maintenance a table created that show how Lean wastes are related to poor 

maintenance. This table is categorized by Lean wastes hence production/process related 

factors. 2) JIPM (2009) defines major maintenance losses that inherit in production system. 3) 

EMS deals with emissions and resource consumption. 4) OSHA emphasizes safety and work 

environment in achieving sustainability. Combining these four sources, environmental 

factors were identified that is resulting from poor maintenance (Table 8 and Figure 10).               

 
Table 8: Effect of Poor Maintenance – Source of references matrix 

Findings from industry: 

Empirical findings from the interviews have been emerged based on the discussion, careful 

observation and analysis of statements. Qualitative interview implies that gathering data, 

both foreseen and unexpected, in the form of discussion. The process of empirical results 

looks like as follows:  

Gathering initial data  Exploring deeper through observation, discussion and analyse of 

statements  Incorporating own observations  Results    

Empirical findings have been discussed in the sections 4.1 and 4.2 above. The followings can 

be concluded from the interviews:  
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- All respondents indicated that they provide training programs for employees, and place high 

value in employee development. This finding correlates with literature that also emphasizes 

training and education aspects of employees that is needed for both personal and professional 

development.   

- Findings from interviews revealed that companies are most likely to run energy efficiency and 

other waste elimination related green initiatives, indicating increased awareness of companies 

by feeling socially responsible for not to spoil energy resources; even though energy is 

relatively cheap compared to material cost in manufacturing (Bundesumweltbericht, 2011), 

companies believe potential improvements are achieved indirectly in terms of quality and 

productivity associated with the effective use of energy. But even more importantly, they also 

believe having economic benefits in the long run, indicating their decisions are based on a 

profound long-term thinking. 

- In terms of integrating sustainability into daily work, companies are aiming to consider core 

values such as Quality-Safety-Environment to be integral part of the operations. To these, cost 

or economic sustainability can be added to complete coverage of sustainability.  

- Economic sustainability with New Equipment Introduction: Introducing new equipment in a 

production line involves cross functional teamwork from different disciplines such as 

Operation, Maintenance, R&D and Purchase. Companies pay attention to incorporating 

experience gained from previous equipment, preferring energy efficient equipment, and 

considering cost of equipment across lifecycle. Not mentioned, and can be regarded as gap is 

the collaboration with supplier. However, it can be admitted that this type of collaboration 

can be difficult to handle as it would require expertise in equipment design which is often not 

available in-house. Companies are more likely to focus on their own competence area, leaving 

equipment design and large part of maintenance outsourced. 

- Interviewed companies have complete system in place (similar to TPS), structured way of 

working, works with Lean principles .This demonstrates the importance of Lean for both 

economic and environmental performance improvement, striving for operational excellence.  

Combining the findings from literature and industry concludes that a culture of waste 

elimination, continuous improvement encouraged by Lean may help companies make 

environmental improvements. In light of these findings, it can also be concluded that 

sustainability and maintenance share same goal and objectives, hence both can work 

together and create synergies. Even though, companies are deploying lean tools and 

techniques for environmental improvement, there is however a lack of an integrative 

framework for creating a synergy between maintenance and sustainability. In order to 

realize what maintenance could deliver in terms of quality, productivity, safety and 

environment, green initiatives should be systematically integrated into continuous 

improvement programs, and companies will need to adopt more proactive approaches.  

Next chapter shows a proposal and discusses how to integrate green initiatives into daily 

work and continuous improvement programs. 
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5 PROPOSAL: MAINTENANCE WITH SUSTAINABLE 

PERSPECTIVE 

This chapter discusses a proposal to achieve “green” within maintenance following to the findings 

from literature and empirics. The proposal includes a toolkit that can be used in continuous 

improvement programs. 

5.1 Proactive culture and environmental performance 

Covey (1991) identified proactive behaviour as one of the seven habits of highly effective 

people. According to him, when people are proactive, they take initiative and responsibility 

for their actions and attitudes. The commitments they make themselves and to others, and 

their integrity to those commitments is the essence of proactivity. Proactive mind-set of 

individual, as explained by Covey, can be foundation to create a safety conscious, and 

environmentally aware culture within organization.   

This central view is supported by OSHA (2005) who argues that the most effective way of 

preventing accidents and health at work is to manage the business in such a way as to 

encourage all staff to develop a positive culture towards health and safety including 

environment (Safety, here, can be seen like an “umbrella” term which covers environment as 

well). The success of an EHS management depends on whether everyone in the organization 

is involved and whether a proactive approach has been adopted (OSHA, 2005).  

Factors of proactive culture: 

Proactive culture consideration in pursuing environmental performance improvement is 

plenty good enough mentioned in literature (Baram and Schoebel, 2007; Fernandez-Muniz et 

al, 2007; and Dingsdag et al, 2006). They all have argued that a better EHS performance 

associated with a positive mind-set within organization. A proactive mind-set can also be 

seen as a subset of the overall organisational culture. Musonda and Haupt (2011), who 

presented a literature review in this context, found out following those to be most 

dominating terms in literature describing EHS culture: leadership, involvement, procedures, 

communication, competence and commitment. Taking in manufacturing context, various 

factors that have been identified to create organizational culture listed below: 

1. Top-down commitment: Management commitment, Leadership style, corporate vision 

2. Bottom-up involvement: Employee involvement, ownership, total participation 

3. Human Resource: Training, competence, employee development 

4. Established standards: Methods, procedures, the way to do work, good housekeeping 

5. Communication, collaboration, teamwork 
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Among the factors above which seem to influence organizational culture, some can be found 

in TPM as it will be verified in section below. 

5.2 Correlation of TPM and Sustainability 

Safety is a cornerstone of TPM. JIPM (2006) stated that "The basic principle behind TPM 

safety activities is to address dangerous conditions and behaviour before they cause 

accidents. It is important to note that this is not just safety related but covers zero accidents, 

zero overburden (physical and mental stress on employees) and zero pollution".  

As TPM improves working condition and procedures, encourages total participation of 

management and workers, requires continuous improvement and commitments to training 

and resources, TPM is expected to improve EHS as well. TPM could promote these five 

factors and hence enhanced proactive culture. 

1. Vision, Management commitment and Leadership: As Blann (1997 and 2002) states, in 

order to effectively engage all levels of an organization toward a proactive vision, it is 

necessary to find a way to express the need for the change, and that is meaningful to 

employees. Formulating the corporate strategy alone doesn’t guarantee management 

commitment. As Kotter (2007) states, change in an organization cannot be achieved if top 

manager aren’t on board. Management need to be convinced from business case of working 

with safety and environmental issues, so willing to support and resource it. Having 

management commitment in one side, effective leadership is another side of coin.  For 

instance, Lean cannot be maintained without effective leadership. Liker (2004) note that the 

leader’s function is to influence workers around shared vision and culture. Lean, but also 

TPM requires a culture where there is a commitment to on-going improvement, and a 

commitment to treating each individual as a valued employee (Liker, 2004). Thus a high 

commitment believed to promote the proactive culture as well. 

As Liker (2004) states Leader should believe in creating common culture around core values 

and be a “role model” for that culture. They should demonstrate this by their actions. “Lead 

by example” implies:  

- Being accessible 

- Being involved in participating on the shop floor work  

- Being an example, by knowing and following the rules employees are expected to follow. 

2. Total participation, employee involvement, ownership: Employee involvement comes 

from the assumption that the front-line personnel know better where the majority of the 

defects are. Hendry (2003) states that employee involvement occurs when employees are 
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given the authority and tools required to continuously improving the organisational 

performance. If employees are allowed to participate in decisions that impact their area of 

responsibility they can then contribute better to the organization. Involvement from all 

employees allows companies to make better use of its available resources (Sidloyi and 

Smallwood, 2011). 

TPM promotes employee involvement by preparing operators to become active partners 

with maintenance and engineering personnel in improving the overall performance and 

reliability of the equipment (Tsang, 2002; McKone, 1999). The word 'Total' means all people 

are involved, including management and workers.  

3. Training and Employee Development: Cherrington (1991) defines Training and 

Development as a process that enables people to acquire new knowledge, learn new skills, 

and perform behaviours in a new way. Therefore, investment in training and employee 

development improves profitability and organisational culture. 

TPM encourages education and training through autonomous maintenance. As described by 

McKone et al. (1999), operators learn to carry out important daily tasks that maintenance 

people rarely have time to perform.  

4. Teamwork, Communication, and Collaboration: TPM places high value on teamwork 

with team-based activities. According to Swanson (2001) team-based activities involve 

groups from maintenance, production and engineering. These meeting encourage open 

discussion in order to develop a sense of partnership among the relevant stakeholders. TPM 

demands close collaboration of maintenance, operation/production, R&D, and even purchase 

when investing in new machines. This arrangement fosters cross functional teamwork with 

the objective of achieving overall business objectives.    

5. Standardization: Many researchers concluded that Lean principles provides excellent 

platform by creating organizational culture which is based on CI and waste elimination, with 

procedures and working methods in place that establishes standardized work. According to 

King and Lenox (2001), if an organization successfully implements the good “housekeeping” 

practices associated with lean manufacturing, it gives an organization considerable benefit of 

reducing spills and other forms of waste created by the process. In TPM, these housekeeping 

tasks include cleaning and inspecting, lubricating, precision checks, and other light 

maintenance tasks and 5S. Therefore it is believed that companies that works with Lean and 

adopt Lean culture are more likely to adopt TPM - involving operators through autonomous 

maintenance, hence enhancing proactive culture. 
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5.3 Learning culture of the organisation  

There are quite lot researches that emphasize continuous learning aspect within organization 

in order to sustain competitiveness. Continuous learning at organizational level implies that 

companies has to both improves their current practices and adopt better procedures in the 

workplace. Eti (2006), for instance, indicates that corporate culture has a big impact in 

effectiveness of maintenance. Eti, further state that the relationship of the individual to the 

organization should be redefined enabling an organizational learning.  

Stata (1989) states organizational learning occurs through shared insights, knowledge, 

mental models, and builds upon past knowledge and experiences. Supporting Stata’s thesis, 

Senge (1990) suggests five disciplines and/or stages that are relevant to organizational 

learning: 

- System thinking 

- Personal mastery of relevant skills  

- Working with mental models 

- Building a shared vision 

- Team learning 

Larson and Greenwood (2004) indicates that Lean company culture (e.g. continual 

improvement and employee involvement, standard work, and waste elimination mentality 

and so on) is similar to the culture which is suggested by EMS. The culture of waste 

elimination is also central to King and Lennox’s paper (2001). Actually they all concluded 

that Lean principles and continuous improvement activities brought about the culture of 

learning organization. 

As a result, it is concluded that proactive approach towards sustainability is a right but long 

journey. Employee mind-set and organizational culture are keys to operational excellence. 

Proven philosophies can be model for creating new culture; hence the culture promoted by 

Lean can be generic. Continuous improvement based and waste elimination focused Lean 

culture, added with the principles of total participation, teamwork by alignment of operator 

and maintenance which is promoted by TPM, tailored specifically for the maintenance needs, 

suggesting long-term profitability.  

Therefore, the proposed solution to the problem statement in this research is through the 

Total Productive Maintenance activities; both the management and employees will adapt a 

proactive approach towards sustainability. TPM promotes proactive maintenance, but it also 

contributes to a proactive culture trough management commitment, participation, employee 

development, teamwork by alignment of operation and maintenance. A positive, proactive 

culture and hence high effectiveness in production and improved EHS can then be achieved 
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(see Figure 20). Following section shows a proposal and discusses how to integrate green 

initiatives into daily work and continuous improvement programs. 

 

Figure 21: Proposed solution to the problem 

The ultimate goal of creating proactive culture is that safety-quality-environment becomes 

everyone's responsibility. This become a value of the organization and is an integral part of 

operations. Management and employees are committed and involved in preventing losses. 

According to OSHA, “over time the norms and beliefs of the organization shift focus from 

eliminating hazards to eliminating unsafe behaviours and building systems that proactively 

improve safety and health conditions. Sustainable perspective and doing something the right 

way prioritized over short term production pressures. Simultaneously, production does not 

suffer but is enhanced due to the level of excellence developed within the organization.”   

5.4 Lean Green Maintenance framework 

Some researchers argue for adding environmental waste as 8th (or 9th) waste to Lean so that 

environmentally sustainable practices can be treated as an extension of lean philosophy. This 

paper, however, suggest that environmental issues shouldn’t be handled separately; rather it 

should be integrated with safety and quality efforts. This is based on that, an aspect may be 

relevant in more than one area. For instance, working carefully with hazardous materials is 

relevant to both environmental and safety management. Environmental impact of 

production is a key aspect not only for environmental management, but also for quality 

management. Zwetsloot (1995) who advocates triple bottom-line integration of Quality, 
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Environment and Safety management systems underlines the importance of synergies with 

integration. According to him, if these aspects are separately handled, there will be risk in 

sub optimization from organizational and a societal perspective. Integration of three 

management system can be regarded as organizational learning process. The challenge is to 

find the right balance between these.   

Taking from this perspective, this generic framework doesn’t distinguish between safety, 

environment, and quality, rather more it requires proper housekeeping in place associated 

with Lean principles and methods. The assumption is that if Lean is considered as a 

successful business management to cope with challenges today’s manufacturer face, then it 

could be also served as a basis for environmental improvement. The core elements of Lean 

such as continuous improvement, eliminating waste/adding value and respecting people fit 

perfectly into a sustainable perspective. 

Framework consists of activities that need to be undertaken in 4 phases. These activities are 

supported by tools and principles required to create a proactive culture towards achieving 

overall objectives in terms of reducing waste and improving of environmental performance 

and production efficiency.   

 

Figure 22: Reducing environmental impact and improving efficiency with Lean Green Maintenance concept 
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Phase 1 - Plan: The framework starts, as usual, with a plan that outlines selecting measurable 

goals that are linked to business objectives. One-pager (A3) can be used to summarize project 

or problem the team should work with in a simplified way. The goals can be derived from 

the corporate vision. This can be broken down to functional level and further to team level 

through using cascade approach (Hoshin planning). Through the cascade planning, all level 

of organization are involved and aligned to the strategic objectives of the organization. Each 

level of planning supports the plan above it. Each planning level works, rather 

autonomously, manages its own Plan, Learn, Act, and Improve activities. Linking 

production and maintenance strategies in order to achieve business objectives in terms of 

long term profitability can be given as an example. 

Phase 2 - Learn to see: The next step towards achieving the goals is Learn to see & training. 

Learning phase is useful to identify wastes and how to deal with them. The team need to 

understand the importance of environmental impact and how their actions are important in 

reducing it. The aim is helping to the team to identify where to act. At organizational level, 

the aim is to raise awareness to know options what could be achieved with maintenance 

function, and find best course of action.   

One key aspect that fosters understanding is visualisation. Mapping help teams/companies 

to better understand their processes and the impacts that are caused by production. To this 

end, it can help in educating employees about the importance of their actions. Few tools are 

presented in this thesis such as, EVSM, GPM, and LCA that shows how to map process. For 

instance, EVSM mapping can help companies understand their current state, define a desired 

future state, and identify the steps they need to take to achieve the desired state. This could 

apply equally to environmental goals as to maintenance ones thorough the CoPM and EoPM. 

The training can be both to increase skill and building up awareness towards sustainability 

and principles in form of workshops. The principle of Genchi Genbutsu is a useful means to 

comprehend Learn & See. Including sustainability in employee training is another example 

of how companies are integrating these principles into their operations. NAEM (2014) 

reported that some organizations have started trainings to include EHS management and 

sustainability trainings in its new employee orientations (NAEM survey, 2014). 

Phase 3 - Act: After having identified areas that can be improved, then it is time to take 

action. This involves mobilizing team members around the identified environmental 

opportunities and implementing some sort of intervention. The improvement opportunities 

should include ideas the team gathered while process mapping/visualisation during the 

learning phase. It is suggested to have some sort of action plan. In this action plan, the team 

needs to define what action will occur, who will carry it out, when and for how long it will 
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take place, what resources are needed to carry out the action. Status of each activity can be 

tracked with colours red, yellow and green.    

Phase 4 - Improve: To ensure that environmental improvements towards the selected 

environmental goals are made and maintained, the selected environmental measures should 

be regularly followed up and audited. To this end, SPC can be a useful tool for monitoring 

and evaluating improved parameters towards pre-defined compliances. 

Suggestion & Reward system is another important means for sustaining continuous 

improvement within organization. Cherrington (1991) states that too few companies realise 

the power and impact of Suggestion & Reward system on process improvement. As Liker 

(2008) claims that a big part of Toyota’s process improvement programs were initiated by 

employee suggestions. 

Table below summarizes the Lean Green Maintenance concept with its phases and 

corresponding objectives and means.   

 

Table 9: Lean Green Maintenance concept – objectives and means 
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6 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presents the conclusion of the research, answering the formulated research questions and 

discussing the fulfilment of the research objectives. Then, the research contribution to academia and 

industry is stated. The chapter closes with recommendations for future research. 

6.1 Discussion on the research purpose and the research 

questions 

The main objective of the research was to investigate maintenance contribution to the green 

production systems.  Interviews with three manufacturing companies from automotive 

industry conducted, together with deep literature review over 100 papers, thus implying 

both empirics and theory.  

Through the research, several conclusions have been made based on the findings. One main 

conclusion was about the synergistic relationship of maintenance and sustainability. In order 

to highlight this relationship, a framework for organizational culture has been proposed with 

two pillars: 

- Proactive mind-set 

- Learning organization  

To create proactive mind-set, following 5 factors have been identified: 

- Top-down commitment 

- Bottom-up involvement 

- Employee development 

- Established standards and structured way of working 

- Teamwork 

Top-down commitment is about the management commitment and proper leadership. 

Leader must believe in safe operations and demonstrate it with his acts. People must be 

resourced properly by training, equipment and support. When it comes to maintenance, top 

management should aware of importance of maintenance and its profitability in the long 

run. Making it visible entire organization what maintenance could deliver in terms of 

quality, safety and productivity will result maintenance preventing to be viewed just as cost 

centre, rather more a potential contributor to the overall company goals.  

One way to achieve the right mind-set is by raising awareness of employee towards 

sustainability issues. To this end, employees must be provided with suitable information and 

training. Trainings need to target both to increase specific skills and to build up awareness 
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towards sustainability and working principles. One difficulty can be faced is with regards of 

understanding. Thus, visualisation is a useful means to enhance learning. Collecting safety 

observations on the everyday task can be given as an example to raise awareness in safety 

and environmental priorities. By measuring “near misses” as one of the safety related KPI, 

making incidents visible for employees would help in avoiding repeated cases.  

Proactive culture or mind-set within maintenance context implies a thinking shift from a 

reactive approach to a proactive approach. Reactive maintenance involves works have to be 

done under stress (“fire-fighting”) and this might cause un-safe situations and accidents. It is 

not that we shouldn’t do any repair or perform any corrective maintenance on the 

equipment. It is rather more we get it done in much more controlled environment. Activities 

should be planned and anticipated. However, scheduled preventive maintenance should be 

seen as a means to avoid production loss while developing better proactive 

countermeasures. Both excessive and too little maintenance (PM) increase downtime, hence 

reduce productivity. In some cases PM should not be used at all since the cost of preventive 

maintenance exceeds the cost of reactive maintenance and production loss together. 

Maintenance personnel should adopt a proactive focused-approach by reducing waste, 

inefficiencies and breakdowns. The goal should be to find an optimum approach to perform 

both preventive and corrective maintenance in order to reduce total breakdown.  

As maintenance has impacts in so many areas (cost, delivery, production efficiency, quality, 

safety and so on), it requires support of many actors, especially close collaboration with 

production department. Involving operator in equipment maintenance and making them 

active partner of maintenance will contribute to efficient production and prolonged lifetime 

of equipment. Teamwork is the one of the factor identified to get the right mind-set and 

organizational culture.      

One important aspect is financial implications of maintenance. Economic sustainability 

within maintenance can be targeted by prolonging lifetime of equipment, trough performing 

preventive and operator/autonomous maintenance, considering lifecycle cost when investing 

in new equipment, and understanding hidden cost of maintenance.  

Organizational learning has been suggested as another main pillar of creating proactive 

culture. What needed is an environment that is supportive and fosters continuous 

improvements and employee development. Lean principles with its CI culture is proposed to 

create this needed environment.   

Another objective of the thesis was to establishing a framework of activities that can help in 

decreasing environmental impact of production, thereby to contribute to overall business 

objectives. The proposed solution to the problem statement in this research was through the 
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Total Productive Maintenance activities; both the management and employees will adapt a 

proactive approach towards sustainability. A positive proactive culture and hence high 

effectiveness in production and improved EHS can then be achieved (see Figure 21). 

The proposed framework and implementation of toolkit require company has strong 

environmental profile, as well as production system in place with stable processes and good 

housekeeping associated with lean principles. By observing these certain companies with 

regards to how they work was beneficial to develop a framework and solve research 

questions. Even though companies work according to well established methods, each 

process is not supported with written evidence. It can be said that The Lean Green 

Maintenance toolkit is a representation of one way companies work, but obviously 

undocumented one. So, application of this toolkit will likely fit interviewed companies.  

RQ1: What environmental factors of production may be reduced by maintenance?  

Let’s look from the opposite site, and pose the question: What is the effect of poor 

maintenance? Identifying impacts of poor maintenance and their environmental implications 

will answer RQ1: 

- Factors related to resource consumption 

o Wasted material and consumables 

o Wasted energy 

- Factors related to emissions  

o Energy emissions 

o Emissions to air, land, and water 

- Factors related to production processes  

o Excessive maintenance 

o Waiting for maintenance 

o Extra Transportation 

o Extra inventory or spare parts 

- Factors related to safety and work environment 

o Safety and accidents 

o Noise 

- Factors related to quality 

o Defects and scrap 

- Economic factors 

o Lifetime of equipment 

RQ2: What is the industries view of the environmental impact of maintenance?  

Short-term and profit oriented thinking still dominates organizations’ view with regards to 

sustainability, virtually in whole operation management including maintenance domain. 

Many companies fail to consider their decisions based on a long-term thinking because of a 
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short-term oriented manner encouraged by current corporate reporting practices and other 

stakeholder’s pressure (OSHA, 2005). This results in having reactive focus when it comes to 

maintenance, rather than working proactively. In contrast, ideal practices and strategies can 

be found by looking to successful companies with strong environmental profile as the 

interviewed ones. Their achievement is based on:  

- Long-term thinking; maintenance objectives are aligned with production objectives to 

maximize profitability in the long run   

- Structured way of working with emphasis on control and follow-up loop to sustain long-

lasting improvements  

- A proactive approach to maintenance instead of reactive  

- Aiming to integrate core values into daily and operational work 

- An environment which fosters employee development and continuous improvement 

There is tendency in organizations to postpone certain preventive measures accordingly 

unwilling to stop production for preventive maintenance (Zuashkiani, 2011). Very often is 

named pressures to meet deliveries to be the reason for this behaviour. On the other hand, if 

production management don’t feel trust in equipment, and maintenance department fails to 

explain necessities, this type of scenarios is inevitable. To overcome this type of issues, better 

communication, collaborative work between production and maintenance is needed. 

Production and maintenance department should work together in a team to meet overall 

business objectives.  

The importance of operator involvement in maintenance is not sufficiently recognized. The 

front-line workers, who usually are the first people to realize something may be wrong with 

equipment, are often not involved with the care and maintenance of the equipment 

(McKone, 1999), since the performance of the equipment is typically regarded as the 

responsibility of others. As a result, inspection, lubrication, and cleaning may be neglected 

which accelerate equipment downtime for even minor breakdowns. Interviewed companies 

perform some sort of autonomous maintenance involving operator in the basic checks with 

short intervals. However, from the literature (Nakajima, 1988; McKone, 1999) it became clear 

that many companies fail to delegate certain maintenance tasks to operators, and sometimes 

neglect importance of operator involvement in maintenance, resulting faster equipment 

deterioration and frequent minor breakdowns.  

Procurement of new equipment requires special attention in many respects. Proactive mind-

set also applies or rather starts when designing/developing or purchasing new equipment. 

Lifecycle cost, energy efficiency, and other sustainability aspects must be considered ahead. 

But also collaboration with OEM needed when investing in new equipment. This type of 

collaboration is not mentioned by the interviewees, hence can be regarded as gap when it 

comes to industries’ view. Even though new equipment introduction require cross functional 
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team program, sometimes wrong personal are involved. For instance, sometimes sales 

people tend to work profit-oriented manner by trying to sell most expensive equipment 

without regards on sustainable perspectives. It is therefore advised to have environmental 

specialist to be involved in purchasing process.      

Manufacturer rarely realize the potential of financial contribution of their maintenance 

activities. They focus on direct maintenance cost and neglect cost incurred by poor 

maintenance or poor equipment reliability (Salonen, 2011). Understanding hidden cost of 

maintenance will reveal its importance in organizations. Making it visible and show what it 

costs by doing maintenance poorly (Figure 10) will help companies to gain new insights.   

Today companies in a number of different industries try to run energy efficiency programs. 

This initiative seems to be quite common in industry to larger extend as it is found heavily 

by all interviewed companies as well as observed in small and medium size companies 

(SME). Even though, the proportion of energy cost in comparison to material cost is  

considerable low in the manufacturing, this demonstrates industries’ awareness towards 

resource consumption and having savings in the long-run, as well as potential 

improvements are achieved indirectly in terms of quality and productivity associated with 

the effective use of energy.  

Still, corrective maintenance and resulting activities keep employees most of the time busy at 

operational level. These are considered as part of the daily job at operational level, but will 

cause the time is being used ineffectively, consequently waiting related waste.  Companies 

need to find an optimum maintenance approach and policies to their specific needs, in a 

way, in order to avoid daily fire-fighting tasks, reduce total breakdown and resulting time 

consuming activities. Companies need to make use of technologies wherever possible (and if 

economically justifiable) for measuring equipment condition and predicting maintenance 

requirements. The principle is here: Let sensors (technology) works for you!   

Even though, projects that don’t directly targeted to improve environmental performance, all 

improvements in production and equipment utilisation might lead to improved 

environmental performance. As one respondent noted that Environment-Quality-Safety 

should be considered in all what we are doing. Companies that work according to lean 

principles, have system in place with stable processes and good housekeeping, have easier to 

integrate core values into their operational work or daily work, making them closer to world 

class organization.   

The perception is that, environmental goals are not focus area of maintenance. Sometimes, it 

is necessary to define them explicitly. This emphasizes importance of visual tools that makes 

easier to understand goals at all level of organization. 
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RQ3: To what extend industry is considering sustainability when planning the 

maintenance? 

Having sustainable perspective in mind, the following maintenance activities were stated 

and/or identified by interviewed companies that should contribute to sustainability: 

- Performing preventive maintenance on each equipment 

- Performing optimal maintenance – both preventive and corrective in order to reduce total 

breakdown. Preventive maintenance implies, scheduled, condition based and autonomous 

(basic checks) 

- Involving employee at shop floor level with autonomous/operator maintenance 

- Considering sustainable perspectives when investing in new equipment: cost(entire lifecycle), 

energy, equipment design that meets specified requirements (quality), incorporate lessons 

learn, but also collaboration with equipment supplier 

- Safety and zero accidents, thereby safety of staff is upmost priority as stated by all 

interviewed companies 

- Running programs in order to eliminate leakage or efficient energy use. Such programs are 

prioritized and derived from companies strategic environmental goals. This is actually most 

common initiative found in the industry.        

Even though, industry to larger extend is aware of what maintenance could deliver in terms 

of quality, safety, and long term profitability, they are often unable to take long-term 

decisions and putting things into action due to lack of knowledge and expertise available in 

organizations. In contrast, companies which are able to find best course of actions can 

gradually build the resources and buffers needed to stick to best practices of proactive 

measures against short-term pressures. The only suggestion can be made here is to invest in 

maintenance since it will pay back in the long run. Because the maintenance, namely 

optimum maintenance can contribute to sustainability in following ways:  

- Enhances lifetime of equipment 

- Less defect/scrap 

- Less environmental pollution 

- Fewer accidents 

- Efficient use of resources 

- Efficient production and resulting profitability. 

6.2 Future research and contribution 

The research conducted in this paper will contribute to both academia as well as to industry. 

Contribution to academia will be for instances: Since the topic about the link between green 

and maintenance is rare, many of the findings presented in this research can be considered as 
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added knowledge. The identified factors of poor maintenance are shown in a novel way 

insomuch as any equivalent finding has not been found in the literature.    

Toolkit developed might be useful to integrate green initiatives into daily work or team level 

CI programs. Overall, findings/results and toolkit together can be used in industry to 

support teams in efforts of improving environmental performance and production efficiency, 

and as training materials to raise awareness of employees, especially to show that there are 

great opportunities to achieve sustainability with efficient maintenance. To note that, 

presentation material used during the interviews was requested for training purposes and 

therefore shared with companies, indicating eventual contribution to industry.  

As for the future research recommendations; the developed toolkit can be tested in 

companies in the form of case studies based on company specific needs in order to see the 

extend of usability. Also, investigation of maintenance impacts from standardization 

objectives is highly recommended. Founded factors to present EoPM can be further 

developed to be inline with ISO or EMS standards.    

As mentioned at the beginning, there is lack of research and accordingly knowledge 

available that investigates the link between maintenance and sustainability. It would be 

interesting to see more thesis/research combining green and maintenance. Future work may 

include conducting survey following to the findings presented here to cover more companies 

in order to obtain more general picture of industries’ view and their consideration toward 

sustainability associated with maintenance.        

If there is an interest, findings & toolkit can be used for industrial workshops.  In that case, 

the author could be contacted. 
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